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Abstract
In the mid 2010s, a group of 
graffiti artist asked for permis-
sion to paint the walls of an old 
industrial area outside of the 
suburb Rågsved in Stockholm. 
Between two huge rocks, near an 
overgrown lake, under a power-
line in a lush nature area a non 
profit, public, free and informal 
art gallery established. Through 
a citizen initiative and engaged 
people, this 3-hectare land called 
Snösätra industrial area, used 
for storing materials and equip-
ment also became a place with 
huge value for an entire art scene 
worldwide. 

In other parts of the same forest 
important biotopes was identi-
fied, year 2018 Rågsveds nature 

area was classified as a nature 
reserve. Due to this and gen-
eral decay of the structures in 
Snösätra, the decision was made 
to tear down a third of the area. 
After 60 years of industrial use, 
the idea was to transform it back 
to nature. In the fall of 2020, bull-
dozers chewed their way through 
an important part of Snösätra and 
created a collective wound. At 
the same time, the municipality 
was investigating the possibility 
to create the remains of the area 
into a culture park.

Snösätra seem to be at the cross-
road with only two different 
scenarios, being torn down all 
together or becoming a munic-
ipal culture park. If it is saved, 

how will the values of the area 
be preserved? And what part will 
the active and dedicated people 
in Snösätra have? The different 
possible futures of Snösätra will 
be decided by choices made 
today. Will it be a polished and 
structured place for culture with 
order and rules? Or is a third 
road possible, with a future of a 
Snösätra for people by people, 
where creativity is free, inclusive 
and genuine? 
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4,500 square meters of graffiti and murals by established artists

4,500 square meters for free art

Sweden´s largest platform for free urban art 

 Europe’s largest legal graffiti exhibitions

 3 day festivals with 10-15 000 visitors Introduction
Snösätra industrial area is a quite interest-
ing place, here an industrial character is 
combined with nature and urban art. 

Through an initiative by a group of graffiti 
artists, the area has become internation-
ally known for the high quality art on the 
walls. It is Europe’s largest legal platform 
for free urban art, and it is a unique 
merge between curated walls by estab-
lished artists and free walls for anyone 
to use. They also have a festival every 
year, where the area is repainted, with 
between 10–15 000 visitors. Snösätra 
is not only the last area in Stockholm of 
this kind, it is a unique place in Sweden, 
Europe and the world, that should be 
protected.

Snösätra has been an industrial area for 
over 60 years. In the last decades it has 
been poorly maintained by the munici-
pality. The southern part was demolished 
in year 2020, and now the rest of the area 
is at risk of meeting the same destiny. 

Snösätra sits in a landscape of Rågsved´s 

nature reserve. Key biotopes and impor-
tant nature values can be found in the 
former nature area, so in 2018 it official-
ly became a nature reserve. With that 
decision the demolition was also decid-
ed. However there is also an on-going 
investigation by the municipality, looking 
at if it is possible to create a cultural park 
of the remaining area of Snösätra. 

The investigation has been delayed sev-
eral times. What conclusions the munici-
pality will draw from the investigation are 
uncertain. And how the engaged people 
in Snösätra will respond to the possible 
outcome is also unclear. 

Will the entire Snösätra be demolished 
for the greater good of Rågsved´s na-
ture reserve? Or does the relationship 
even have to be a graffiti landscape vs. 
a nature reserve. Is a future where the 
areas interact and share the same space 
possible or maybe even an integrated 
part of each other? Could the reserve 
and Snösätra be seen as one whole area, 
instead of separated islands.  
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Aim: 
Explore the future development for Snösätra industrial area, with focus on the place’s 
modern history of being an epicentre for urban art in Stockholm, Sweden and the 
world. Investigate the possible connection between an industrial graffiti landscape, a 
nature reserve and surrounding areas. Explore the possible process and ways to use 
the expertise from people that is in different ways engaged in the area.  

Research questions: 
If Snösätra is saved, how can the active and dedicated people in the area be a part of 
a cultural park development?

How can one work with a citizen initiative for a cultural hub in a respectful and inclu-
sive way?

What method could be used to work with projects of citizen initiatives and adaptive 
reuse in a general way?
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Project Structure

History and plans

Core aspects

Aims and values

Design strategies

Design 

Interviews

Site analysis

Case studies

Consultation

Site speci�c

General

Research

This thesis is structured in two parts, 
one that is general, with research of the 
theme of culture hubs and adaptive re-
use, including case studies and consulta-
tion. The research resulted in a definition 
of important aspects to consider when 
working with projects considering the 
subject.  

The second part is site specific. Snösätra 
and the suburb Rågsved is introduced, 
with history and future plans, interviews 
of stakeholders and a site analysis. Here 
the aims and values of the project are 
determined and through that, design 
strategies are made and last but not least 
the design of the site is defined. 



Case studies
Of adaptive reuse, cultural hubs and urban experiments
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• Reuse of material
• Self built 
• Guerilla urbanism 
• Embracing the rough character of the area 
• Embraced initiatives by people
• Flexible - changeable 
• Workshops, studios, restaurant, offices

Considerations
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NDSM Wharf - Amsterdam
One of the world’s largest shipyards 
during 1920s to 1980s was NDSM-wharf 
in north Amsterdam. The Nederlandse 
Scheepsbouw en Droogdok Maatschap-
pij (NDSM, 2020) was a huge center of 
production in Amsterdam, Europe and 
the world. In 1964 the company was suf-
fering great losses due to construction of 
new ships, and as a consequence, ship-
building by the company was stopped. 

Repair business was on the contrary prof-
itable, however labour costs had dou-
bled in five years’ time. In 1967 thing was 
looking better for the shipyard, however 
productivity did not exceed the increased 
wages to actually profit enough to stay 
in business for long without any change. 
After some struggling years, the compa-
ny Rijn-Schelde-Verolme owning NDSM 
then, went bankrupt 1984 and the old 
shipyard was left abandoned the same 
year (Agile city, 2019).

Not long after the decades of shipyard 
activity ceased, the interesting location 
of cranes and crane tracks, gigantic 
slipways, sheds and huge constructions 
for building ships instead became a port 
for numerous creative pioneers. Different 
festivals and cultural events were held 
in the industrial landscape. Many more 
initiative were to follow (NDSM, 2020). 
An idea from the city of Amsterdam 
emerged to turn the area into a Man-
hattan-like urban project. The creative 
pioneers and small businesses had 
already established. They were welcome 

to join in on the planning of the area, for 
the development of banks and residen-
tial buildings. However, the project failed 
1997 due to conflicting of expectations, 
from both the established creatives and 
small businesses and the investors and 
developers. They could not agree on 
the importance of keeping the original 
underground “vibe” in the area (Agile 
city, 2019).

Year 2000 Stadsdeel Noord (Northern 
district authority of Amsterdam) asked 
a focus group to operate a study for a 
repurposing of the 84,000 sqm eastern 
part of NDSM. The Kinetisch Noord work-
group was assembled by the artist Eva 
de Klerk and consisted of theatre makers, 
skateboarders, artists, cultural entrepre-
neurs etcetera. They settled in NDSM and 
became the managing group of the site. 

The Kinetisch Noord initiated project 
and started to develop NDSM with help 
from subsidies they were granted. The 
work group established Kunststad (Art 
City), an indoor city, inside one of the old 
shipyards formally used to build massive 
tankers. Kunststad was both designed 
and built by the citizens themselves. They 
made an indoor skate park, today used 
as an exhibition space, 80 studios and 
workshops for creative use, cultural busi-
ness spaces, 12 large theatre workshops, 
a café and so the list goes on (ibid).

An interesting dynamic emerge when the 
industrial heritage is combined with new 

ideas and creative activity. 

Companies as Hema and Red Bull have 
found unique office spaces in the setting 
and the future of the area is looking 
bright as the largest Street Art museum 
in the world will be located here in a 
near future (NDSM, 2020). The museum 
will open in a former industrial shed and 
with over 7.000 sqm of art, it will actually 
be twice the size the Turbine Hall of the 
Tate Modern in London (Amazing places, 
2017).

NDSM Wharf has now bloomed into 

an internationally important cultural 
hotspot. A strong artist community has 
emerged together with a growing range 
of restaurant, cafés and bars. NDSM is 
still the home of multiple cultural events, 
exhibitions and music festivals. And all 
of this is taking place in a post-industri-
al backdrop. It is a quite unique place 
were culture, business and old industries 
merge (I Amsterdam, 2019). 
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• Reuse of material
• Self built 
• Small village typology
• Using plants to reduce pollution 
• Office park, restaurant and hotel in a harbour
• Community driven

Considerations
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De Ceuvel - Amsterdam
In the year of 1920 the construction of 
the Shipyard Volharding was completed, 
located by the Van Hasselt canal in the 
northern part of Amsterdam. Because 
of a nearby incinerator the canal never 
completely froze during winter, so the 
Shipyard was always accessible and extra 
busy in the cold season. (De Ceuvel, 
2017)

A close-by airplane factory was bombed 
during WWII which also caused some 
damage to the shipyard. However, it was 
relatively intact when the war finally end-
ed. 1953 Louis Marie Pieterson bought 
the shipyard, he restored and expanded 
the business. He also built a house on 
the premises for his family and planted 
two trees on the grounds, symbolizing his 
children. In the 1970s another shipyard 
was acquired from Ceuvel Ltd. and from 
that moment the site was called Ceuv-
el-Volhardig. It was a large among small 
shipyards, however quite small around 
big ones. The company did poorly and 
in the year of 2000, after 80 years, the 
shipyard closed for good. The build-
ings were demolished, however the old 
trees Pieterson had planted in the 1950s 
remained (ibid).

For a decade the old area of the former 
shipyard stood abandoned, until the city 
of Amsterdam 2012 decided to hold a 
competition for a development of the 
site De Ceuvel. The winners were a team 
of landscape architects and they were 
given a 10-year ground lease, a loan, with 

their concept for De ceuvel. Their idea 
for the site was to create a sustainable 
office park with reused structures, and 
at the same time clean the polluted area 
through technique of phytoremediation, 
plants that clean soil (De Ceuvel, 2017). 

2013 the construction of the office park 
started, the team of landscape architects 
together with technologists and entre-
preneurs combined forces and realized 
the plan (ibid). 

They planted phytoremediation species 
on the site, reused materials to build a 
café, constructed a winding bamboo 
walkway where they then placed and 
rebuilt 18 stranded houseboats. The idea 
with the soil cleaning plants is to make 
the environment on the site better after 
ten years of useing it, then when they got 
it. The houseboat-offices, ateliers and 
workshops are there to create a creative 
and social space (Space matter, 2015). 

2014 the official opening of de Ceuvel 
was held and today hundreds of people 
visit de Ceuvel every week. They come to 
work in the office they built themselves, 
people visit to stay at the hotel, eat at the 
café or go to the cultural centre. It has 
become a vibrant community of entre-
preneurs and artists with great interests 
in sustainability (De Ceuvel, 2017). 

De Ceuvel is an unique urban experi-
ment. This green oasis is cleaning the 
land at the same time as it is beautifying 

the site. Structures have been saved that 
would have been demolished other-
wise. The way the construction has been 
executed will leave the land without any 
trace when the ten years are up, just 
more valuable and biodiverse (Space 
matter, 2015). The future of De Ceuvel is 
yet unknown, 2023 the ten years of loan-
ing the land is over, however one thing 
is for sure, a temporary project can leave 
permanent improvements when execut-
ed with knowledge and care.   
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• Reuse of structures
• Guerilla urbanism
• Embracing the rough character of the area
• A place where graffiti and nature collide

Considerations
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Teufelsberg - Berlin
1937 in Germany, Adolf Hitler started 
to build a university faculty for military 
technology in the Grunewals forest in 
Teufelsbergchaussee in Berlin. The facility 
was never opened, instead demolished 
during WWII and later used for dumping 
the ruins of Berlin after the war. The arti-
ficial hill eventually reached 120 meters 
and to give it a more natural appearance 
the rubble was covered with dirt and 
trees and became a hill called Teufels-
berg (Walsh, 2018).

Years later, in 1963, during the Cold War, 
a spy station was planned to be built by 
US intelligence. The perfect spot became 
on top of that same hill, Teufelsberg in 
the Grunewals forest. The idea was to 
intercept Soviet radio communications 
(ibid). The station was used by both the 
Americans and British to learn and gather 
information on what was happening in 
East Germany, in the 1960s controlled by 
Russia (Abandoned Berlin, 2020). 

The station consisted of a series of white 
towers, buildings and domes. And what 
actually went down on the inside of the 
spy stations walls during the time is still 
classified (at least in the year of 2021). 
The operation continued until 1989 and 
the fall of the Berlin wall (Walsh, 2018). 
The spy station then lost relevance and it 
was stripped of all equipment 1992. For 
a short period Teufelsbergs towers were 
actually used to control civilian flights, it 
did not last long and the old spy station 
become an abandoned ruin outside of 

Berlin (Abandoned Berlin, 2020).

People who had worked at Teufelsberg 
tried to preserve the remains of the 
stations as a memorial. Already a lot of 
damage had been made by unwanted 
visitors (ibid). With time the Teufelsberg 
became a thriving hub for graffiti artists 
and an attraction for the more adventur-
ous tourists (Walsh, 2018). 

To get to Teufelsberg you need to be 
determined, especially entering by foot 
from the station it is quite a long walk 
which sort of is a part of the soul of the 
area, a hidden spy station in a forest. 
In the beginning curious visitors could 
make their way through a hole in the bro-
ken fence. However, when Shalmon Abra-
ham started renting Teufelsberg in 2011, 
he began to charge admission to access 
the area. (Abandoned Berlin, 2020).

Abraham invited street artists to paint 
the walls of Teufelsberg. The artist had 
a place to show their work and it truly 
boosted the appeal to visit the old spy 
station and pay the entry fee to see the 
art. Abraham´s rental agreement was not 
extended 2015 after a disagreement over 
rent. Marvin Schütte took over the lease. 
Schütte also had big plans for the site, he 
is wanted to open a café, beer garden, 
art gallery and have even more street 
artists working on the walls (Ibid).
 
In 2018 the “Save Teufelsberg” cam-
paign succeeded and Teufelsberg was 

given protected status for its historical 
importance as a Cold War site. And as it 
also became a part of the surrounding 
Grunewals forest no new buildings can 
be built on the site. However, the tenants 
still plan to develop and rebuild the ex-
isting buildings on site, so the future for 
the old spy station is still unclear (Aban-
doned Berlin, 2020).
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• Reuse of structures
• Inviting nature 
• Opening up former inaccessible part of the city
• An embraced initiative by people

Considerations
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High Line - New York
In New York during mid 1800s, food was 
delivered by train to lower Manhattan. 
When the avenues were both populated 
by people and train deadly accidents 
occurred frequently. By the year of 1910, 
540 people had died due to train acci-
dents. In response to the life-threatening 
street situation the decision was made 
to remove train street-level crossings. 
An elevated rail line was created, and 
the first train ran on, what is today called 
the High Line, year 1933 (The High Line, 
2020:History).

Tons of meat, dairy and produce travelled 
on these tracks until 1980s when after 
years of decline the train traffic stopped 
for good. Voices called for demolition of 
the entire structure, simultaneously as the 
first ideas to use the old elevated tracks 
for something else started to grow. After 
years as an abandoned structure in the 
city, People were calling the High Line a 
hideous eyesore and demolition seemed 
to be the future for the old train tracks. 
However, few people had actually seen 
the secret garden that had taken over the 
structure when left alone. Joshua David 
and Robert Hammond saw a possibility 
for transforming the old High Line into 
a public space. In year 1999 the two of 
them founded the non-profit “Friends of 
the High Line”, so they could advocate to 
preserve and reuse the old structure as 
public park (ibid).

David and Hammond efforts where truly 

not in vain. In the beginning of 2000s, 
with support from Mayor Bloomberg and 
City Council, a special zoning area was 
proposed to use the High Line as a pub-
lic park. The New York-based landscape 
architecture firm James Corner Field 
Operations; design studio Diller Scofidio 
+ Renfro; and the Dutch botanist Piet 
Oudolf got the job to design the entire 
project (ibid). 

Through a competition the project 
received 720 ideas for the High Line, 
through these ideas together with a 
visionary team, it was decided to take 
inspiration from both the industrial and 
natural history of the elevated structure 
(The High Line, 2020:Design). Ground-
breaking was in 2006 and in 2009 the 
first part of the High Line opened to the 
Public. The High Line is today a contin-
uous 1.45-mile long public park and 
greenway consisting of 500+ species 
of plants and trees. Friends of the High 
Line is still involved in the project, they 
together with the NYC Department of 
Parks & Recreation, maintain, operate and 
program the linear Park (The High Line 
2020:History).

The Spur was opened to the public 2019 
and is the latest finished part of the High 
Line. This section is a large plaza with 
seating and lush planting. The idea for 
the Spur and the High Line in general is 
to be a public space made by people, for 
people. The design decisions were influ-
enced by what people said they wanted 

or was missing, so the Spur for example 
have a lot of space for public program-
ming, plants, food, art and restrooms as 
people asked for those specific things 
(The High Line, 2020:Spur). In January 
2021 a new proposal was made, with a 
plan to build an extension of the High 
Line so it can connect to Moynihan Train 
Hall and Hudson River Park (The High 
Line, 2020:Connections). The High Line is 
a huge success and a project that is still 
growing in size and impact. The project 
is by critics claimed to be an icon in con-
temporary landscape architecture and is 
every year packed with enthusiastic vis-
itors (over 7,7 million in 2016) (Robiglio 
2017:134).

 As gentrification does not wait for an 
invitation, with the paramount success 
of the High Line, real estate investors 
started early on in the project to devel-
op the surrounding area. Robert Ham-
mond, one of the founders of Friends 
of the High Line, called the High Line a 
“failure” in 2017. Hammond meant that 
the intention to strengthen the neigh-
bourhood by reclaiming a public green 
space, is lost now when the areas social 
and economic structure is changing. The 
new built apartments are inaccessible to 
the locals and as the rents in the area is 
skyrocketing, the traditional community 
and surrounding activities are vanishing 
(ibid 2017:136). 

A study found that the public visiting the 
High Line was “overwhelmingly white” 

compared to the neighbourhood that 
in fact is mixed. Most visitors are tour-
ists, so instead of being a green park 
for the residents in the Lower West side 
of Manhattan, it is foremost a tourist 
attraction and as New York times wrote 
in 2012 “A catalyst for some of the most 
rapid gentrification in the city´s history”. 
The expensive design, high maintenance, 
rules excluding activities such as music, 
skating, bikes, dogs, no gathering of 
more than 20 people creates a selective 
space, by some people, for some people 
(ibid 2017:136). A place by some people, 
for some people. 
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Name

Location

New use

Former use

Initiative

Organization

  NDSM Wharf

  Amsterdam

Culture & business hub

Shipyard

City of Amsterdam & 
culture workers

Create a creative area

NDSM

  De Ceuvel 

  Amsterdam

 Office park

 Shipyard

 

Create a sustainable 
meeting place

 De Ceuvel

City of Amsterdam & 
landscape architects 

  Berlin

Graffiti hub

 Spy station

 

 Use the walls of a spy 
station for art

 None

Graffiti artists - not 
orgniazed 

   Teufelsberg The High line

New York

 Public park

  Train tracks

Create a public park 
for the community

Friends of the high line

Friends of the High 
Line

Initiator

Case studies comparison 

Gained knowledge
Some knowledge gained from the case 
studies are the importance of letting 
people and there initiatives lead the way 
for development of adaptive reuse and 
culture hubs. 

NDSM wharf is quite different compared 
to many other praised project of the 
same magnitude and impact. The city of 
Amsterdam gave culture workers space, 
resources and trusted their abilities, 
leading to the area becoming a culture 
node for the city and the world. NDSM 
is an interesting project in its design and 
outcome, however also in the mentioned 
process. The creative people understood 
the values of the shipyard and how the 
character of unpolished structures also 
was a part of the identity of the area. 

The high line on the other hand might 
be planned to be by people, for people. 
However the outcome of the project 
makes it clear that factors matter. Material 
choices matter, affordability matter, or-
ganisation matter, the investors intentions 
matter, rules and polishing a space up 
matter. Good intentions only take you so 

far and even if the high line was meant to 
be a public park for the local community 
it ended up being one of the biggest 
tourist attraction in the world and the 
biggest force for gentrification New York 
has ever seen. 

Teufelsberg show another side, when a 
place is left undeveloped without clear 
ownership and responsibility it might 
no longer be free of charge and instead 
managed by people with only financial 
interests. The freedom and uniqness of a 
space can then be striped away.

De Ceuvel gives a great lesson of com-
munity-driven design and development 
as a whole. A strong community, with 
little means and a time limit can accom-
plish great change. Temporary develop-
ment can create peremanents impact. 

Community driven design, affordability, 
self built, identity driven and embracing 
initiatives from citizens are some very 
important lessons the case studies have 
contributed with for the worh oof this 
thesis. 



Consultation
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Interviewed consultants:

• Graffiti artists 

• The police in Stockholm

• The municipality of Stockholm

• Sociologists with knowledge in graffiti-culture

• An art historian with knowledge about urban art

•  A project leader of a street art initiative 

• A group that works for the good of the Rågsved´s nature reserve

Gained knowledge
To be able to understand the important 
aspects when taking on a project like 
Snösätra and also other similar citizen 
initiative projects, a consultation with dif-
ferent  groups were made. The purpose 
of the consultation was to gain as much 
knowledge as possible concerning; 
street art and its sub culture, how the mu-
nicipality work with citizen initiatives and 
street art, safety and security concerning 
places like cultural hubs and the rare 
nature of a classified nature reserve.

Through the consultation the importance 
of freedom in the culture of street art 
became clear. Creativity should never 
be domesticated and in the art scene of 
graffiti that is of extreme importance. And 
when rules for creativity are made the art 
is not just being inhibited, graffiti artist 
does not work if they are not feeling free 
in the space they are working in (inter-
views, 2021:2, 4, 20, 12, 16, 17). 

There are sadly not many examples of 
how Swedish municipality have worked 
with street art or other subcultural 
alternatives and been able to save and 
nourish what is special and interesting 
about a space. Many times developing 

old industrial sites or areas in general 
means making it shiny and polished. And 
that sort of process always pushes the lo-
cal users and even initiative takers out of 
the area and spot light. Local knowledge, 
the history of a space, its identity and the 
existing community are important factors 
that often gets lost in the rush and excite-
ment of making an area more attractive 
to consumers (interviews, 2021:1,2, 4, 5, 
11). 

To feel safe and to actually be safe is not 
always a parallel chart. Sometimes you 
feel good in a place where crimes often 
occur because you know it well. Other 
times you feel frightened in an area, that 
is vacant and dark, even though crime 
never happen in that specific space. 
Either way, it is of great importance to 
create spaces that does not encourage 
crime and instead makes people feel safe 
and be safe. Some implementations are: 
creating more than one way in or out of 
a space, open sight-lines with few places 
to “hide” and having different groups 
using the space for different purposes 
and different times of the day and night 
(interviews, 2021:2, 14).

A nature reserve is an area first and 
foremost made for protecting important 
biotopes of wild animals, plants and trees 
to live peacefully. They of course also 
have great recreational value for humans, 
however it is of importance that the in-
tention of a classification nature reserves 
is respected. Therefore garbage-, light-, 
toxic- and sound pollution is prohibited 
(interviews, 2021: 6, 13).

The consulting from people with both 
theoretical and practical knowledge of 
the treated subjects has been of great 
value to the project. This research to-
gether with the case studies has lead to 
a greater understanding of the aspects 
to consider in projects concerning street 
art, cultural hubs, safe spaces, nature 
reserves and citizen initiatives. 

This work lead to and became the core 
aspects for how to actually understand a 
complex site concerning many different 
people, wills, activities and issues. 



Core aspects
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Big eight
• Core principals
• Analysis principals
• Fondation
• Research requirements

Key history Genius loci Con�ict of interest

Local knowledge Existing activities Important resources Inevitable issues

Initiatives

?

!

Eight core aspects 

The knowledge gained from the four 
case studies and the consultation, made 
it clear that there are some aspects 
that is of extra importance to consider 
regarding projects of citizen initiative and 
adaptive reuse. 

The eight important aspects to consider 
that could be determined through the 
research was named core aspects. A 
description of them and their importance 
follows:

Key history, consider the history, so 
important aspects of a place´s social and 
physical heritage will not get lost or if lost 
can be honoured. 

Genius loci, to identify the factors that 
makes a place special, so this can be 
respected and saved. 

Conflict of interest, to understand the 
sensitive and important factors of a place 
and have knowledge to reach a compro-
mise. 

Initiatives, to gain knowledge about 
what initiatives have been made, to be 
able to respect and encourage them. 
People care for and put time and effort 
into their ideas.

Local knowledge, always talk to the 
expert of the site, otherwise important 
values will be lost. 

Existing activities, something you would 
like to add on a site may already exist. 
Cherish the existing activities more than 
the possible ones, strengthen the area 
instead of creating a new one.

Important resources, what is important 
and why? Talk to people and you will 
understand. And use and take care of the 
existing resources with create respects. 

Inevitable issues, identify factors that 
can not be overlooked, this is what you 
need to prioritize as they must be solved. 

Why core aspects?



History and plans
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Rågsved’s history
Rågsved is a suburb south of Stockholm, 
planned and built during the 1950s 
housing shortage in Sweden. The first 
newcomers moved in 1956, the first 
school was finished 1958 and the metro 
was up and running 1959 (Hjort, 2013). 
The area was first mentioned in writing in 
1627, it was then a simple croft part of a 
bigger manor. The land was used to grow 
rye, which the name Rågsved is derived 
from. The city of Stockholm bought the 
land 1930 and the planning started in the 
early 1950s. The varied topography of 
Rågsved made the construction compli-
cated and the typologies got its character 
because of it. Rågsved is divided by a low 
area where the metro cuts the landscape. 
The northern part of Rågsved has a big-
ger scale for the buildings, as the south-
ern part is effected by large hills and a 
valley in the middle, is of a smaller scale 
and mostly three stories high (Stockholm 
stadsmuseum, 1998).

Rågsved in the 50s was a symbol for the 
Swedish welfare state (ibid). In the song 
“Rågsved” from 1963, Sonya Heden-
bratt sings about the happiness of living 
in a place that is clean, with a new big 
apartment and a kitchen fan (Uddham-
mar, 2019). However from the start the 
area had trouble with alcohol abuse, and 
when the first children of Rågsved grew 
up, they started using heavier drugs 
(Hjort, 2013).

Rågsved still has a reputation of drug 
abuse, however the area is also well 

known for a punk music, and one particu-
larly famous band. During 70s and 80s 
the punk band Ebba Grön, who grew up 
in Rågsved, got their breakthrough (Sun-
destrand, 2016:11) in many of their lyrics 
they wrote about their life in Rågsved, 
which they called a concrete suburb, 
and their lyrics testifies to a unfulfilling 
environment (Milkéwitz, 2014:10). In the 
80s the lead singer Joakim Thåström de-
scribes the feeling of Rågsved as a place 
with a lot of people, but with nothing 
to do, nowhere to go and without life 
(Donner, 1982). 

Though many might disagree with 
Thåström today, the feeling of boredom 
and distress can be a cause for feeling 
indifferent. A feeling which is an ill moti-
vation to keep on developing, growing 
and to reach one’s full potential. The 
importance of having things to do in your 
life, a sport, playing music, painting etcet-
era. many would agree is of importance 
especially when people are young and 
still evolving. 

Today there are many things to do for 
the younger generations growing up in 
Rågsved, sports, theatre, art, music et-
cetera. However, the area is still pointed 
out by the police as vulnerable, with high 
rates of criminal activity and low so-
cio-economic status (Fagerström, 2019).
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Future plans for Rågsved
Rågsved and Hagsätra are two of the 
suburbs selected by Stockholm city for 
future development. The plan is to build 
3.000-4.500 new homes, with additional 
public meeting spaces (Stockholm stad, 
2021).

The project is going to have a focus on 
social sustainability with a variation of 
typologies, activities and safe environ-

ment for all. For the future of Rågsved 
and Hagsätra, the municipality wants to 
put an extra focus on the public environ-
ment where people meet. The idea of the 
project is to develop parks, pedestrian 
connections and important nodes. The 
project has already begun with some 
apartment blocks on different fill in sites 
and the plan is to be finished by the year 
of 2035 (ibid).

Riksintressen
Kommunikationer
• Väg 73 – Nynäs-

vägen
• Väg 75 – Södra

Länken/Årsta-
tunneln

• Väg 226 –
Huddinge vägen

• Väg 229 – Örby-
leden

• Stockholm C –
Älvsjö – Ulriksdal/
Sundbyberg

• Stockholm/Årsta
bangård

• Nynäsbanan
• Älvsjö bangård
• Årstabergs station
• Luftfart
• Bromma flygplats
• Farled inklusive

 buffertzon
Geografiska med 
hänsyn till natur- 
och kulturvärden
• Mälaren med

öar och strand-
områden

Kulturmiljövård
• Gamla Enskede
• Skogskyrkogården

(också världsarv)
• Årsta centrum

möjligheter med omfattande kompletteringar 
med bostäder, verksamheter, service och kul-
tur. Ny bebyggelse bör i första hand placeras 
i kollektivtrafik och centrumnära lägen, på 
markparkeringar och längs befintliga gator som 
Rågsvedsvägen, Hagsätravägen och Bjursätra-
gatan. Flera parker i stadsdelarna behöver 
förbättras och kompletteras med nya funktio-
ner. Kompletteringsbebyggelse kan i utkanten 
av Hagsätra och Rågsved bidra till att öka 
kontakten till naturområden och närliggande 
stadsdelar. Möjlighet till att öka tillgängligheten 
på sikt skulle kunna vara en ny pendeltågs-
station eller att tunnelbanan kopplas med Älvsjö. 
Sammantaget skulle detta stärka Hagsätra och 
Rågsveds centrum och bidra till mer levande, 
sammankopplade och trygga miljöer.

Genom att skapa en sammanhängande strand-
promenad längs Magelungen och utveckla nya 
gröna stråk kan Rågsved kopplas samman bättre 
med Högdalen och Huddinge kommun. Älvsjö-
badet kan utvecklas till en attraktiv målpunkt 
i en ny stadsdelspark som en del i det socialt 
prioriterade stråket Hagsätra Älvsjö. Det är 
även angeläget att utveckla och tillgängliggöra 
Rågsveds friområde med tydliga parkentréer 
och ett kultur- och aktivitetsstråk från Rågsveds 
 centrum. På sikt kan det finnas ett större kultur
utbud då stadsbiblioteket planerar att öppna här.

Högdalen och Bandhagen
Högdalen och Bandhagen byggdes ut under 
1950-talet som tidstypiska tunnelbanecentrum, 
omgivna av lamell- och punkthus i sparad 
naturmark. Högdalen planerades som ett av 
ytterstadens större centrum. Områdena knyts 
bland annat samman av den uppskattade parken 
Bandängen. Det prioriterade strategiska sam-
bandet Bandhagen-Högdalen-Rågsved är viktigt 
att stärka genom att utveckla Rågsvedsvägen till 
stadsgata med ny bebyggelse samt genom kom-
mande utveckling av Bandängen som stadspark. 

De stora stadsutvecklingsmöjligheterna i stads-
delarna tas främst till vara genom att komplettera 
med ny bebyggelse på parkeringsytor vid cen-
trum samt längs befintliga gator som Trollesunds
vägen/Skebokvarnsvägen, Grycksbovägen och 
Sjösavägen. Kompletteringsbebyggelsen i stads-
delarna ger ett större kundunderlag och stärkta 
centrum som därmed bidrar till ett mer befolkat 
och tryggt offentligt rum. I Högdalens verksam-
hetsområde görs satsningar inom miljöteknik-
området och verksamhetsområdet kommer att 
utvidgas söderut. 

Idrott och kultur kan stärkas i stadsdelarna. 
Bandängen som stadspark bör utvecklas med fler 
aktivitetsytor och förbättrad koppling till Högda-
lens centrum och parken Dalbotten. Sambanden 

Teckenförklaring, se sidan 113
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Population today:
Rågsved 11 900 people
Hagsätra 7 800 people

Figure 18
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Snösätra’s History
The area that today is Rågsveds nature 
reserve and Snösätra industrial area was 
for a long time used as agriculture land. 
The area became, during the WWII, a 
military site and Snösätra was used as a 
facility with barracks for refugees after 
the Second World War. After the Swedish 
military ended their operation in the area, 
in 1958, the municipality of Stockholm 
made Snösätra available for compa-
nies to use it for storage and business.  
The old agricultural land surrounding 
Snösätra was left as nature land (Kräppla-
gruppen, 2014). 

After Rågsved was built and populated, 
young people used the walls of Snösätra 
to write messages and practice graffiti. 
For exact how long the walls of Snösätra 
have been used for people to express 
themselves is hard to say. However, to 
use cities façades as canvases is not a 
new phenomenon for our modern time. 
The word graffiti comes from the Ital-
ian word graffiare, to carve (Jacobson 
2011:8). It is one of the oldest medias in 
urban environment that you still today 
can experience in cities (Milnor, 2014:54). 
In the ancient roman city of Pompeii 
façade inscriptions was a common and 
uncontroversial element in the urban 
environment, which is in great contrast 
to today´s strict posture to the art form 
(Benefiel, 2010).

The graffiti we know today, started in 
a 1970s New York, were thousands of 
young people began to write messag-
es and tags, the trend quickly spread 

to the rest of the world. Writing graffiti 
became a community, graffiti crews were 
formed and together writing evolved to 
murals (Jacobson 2011:14–28). There are 
countless of examples when graffiti has 
been used to spread a political message. 
When freedom of expression is threat-
ened and the opposition is eliminated, 
the walls of a city become an important 
last outpost as a channel for communica-
tion (Thor, 2018:27).

In 1999, the city of Stockholm took an 
extreme stance towards graffiti when 
they decided on zero tolerance for the 
expression (Kristoffersson, 2015). The 
argument was that graffiti creates unsafe 
environments, make areas into slums 
and costs the society large amounts of 
taxpayer’s money. This painted picture of 
the culture is far from fair, there are many 
examples of legal alternatives for graffiti 
that has proven to work as a prevention 
to unwanted graffiti (Hollari, 2007). The 
policy against graffiti was used for 15 
years, it did not matter if you arranged a 
specific event and place for graffiti and 
murals, or tagged trees, benches or sub-
ways, you were committing an illegal act. 
In 2014 the policy for zero tolerance was 
lifted. However, still in the year of 2021 
the culture of street art is effected by the 
former political stand against its very 
existence (Kristoffersson, 2015).

The same year as the policy was lifted, 
a groupe of graffiti artists asked for 
permission to paint the walls of Snösätra 
industrial area. The place sits between 

two hills, in a lush nature reserve, a short 
walk from Rågsved´s metro station. 
Snösätra has, as mentioned, been a 
place for urban art a long time, yet quite 
unknown to the public. In 2013 techno 
raves was organized in Snösätra which 
had given it some publicity already. 
However, when the area became a mix 
of free walls for anyone to paint, curated 
walls painted by international artists and 
with organized graffiti and music festivals 
it became more and more known. At the 
same time, it all took place in an interest-
ing industrial environment of old cranes, 
containers and buildings with a backdrop 
of a lush forest, Snösätra rapidly became 
an important hub for urban art in Stock-
holm, Sweden and the world (Interviews, 
2021:1, 8, 9).

At the same time as a vibrating graffiti 
exhibition was in the making, Snösätra 
industrial area fell into disrepair with-
out management and control. When 
important biotopes were identified in 
Rågsved´s nature area it was classified as 
a nature reserve 2018. At the same time 
the municipality took the decision to 
demolish the southern part of Snösätra 
with the idea to decontaminate the soil 
and turn it into nature reserve (By, 2020). 
People protested the decision for dem-
olition, collected lists of signatures, but 
it was all in vain. After 60 years as a part 
of Snösätra, bulldozers chewed their way 
through an important place of the area 
and created a collective wound. It was 
a hard blow for the committed people 
working to save Snösätra. The southern 

part had the biggest walls, an important 
design feature when making murals and 
graffiti, a café and a building built by the 
community. It even had the oldest build-
ings of Snösätra, one of them would have 
turned 100 years in 2021 (Interviews, 
2021:1,9,15).

Despite the opposition, art and dedi-
cation is still thriving in Snösätra. The 
engaged people have organized them-
selves and created a non-profit organi-
zation, Snösätra kulturkvarter located in 
the remaining northern part. They have 
established an indoor art gallery were 
they sell urban art to visitors. 

What started as a small citizen initiative 
to paint some walls in an industrial area 
used for storing materials and equip-
ment, has grown into a place with huge 
value for an entire art scene worldwide. 
The importance of urban art in all its 
forms has gained a hold of this place, it is 
literally a part of the walls and buildings 
now. Few places like Snösätra exist esp-
esally in Stockholm, were many similar 
areas have vanished to make room for 
new development. 

1958 Snösätra military base became an industrial area 

1970 The municipality changed the notice period from 3 years to 3 months

1980 Graffiti artists started to tag the area illegally

1999 Decision of zero tolerance against graffiti is made by the city of Stockholm

2009 Politicians put forward a proposal to demolish the area and build housing
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2014 The zero tolerance against graffiti was lifted. Graffiti artists asked for 

   permission to use the walls for graffiti, murals and street art. The first graffiti festival was  

   arranged in the area with10-15 000 visitors.

2018 Rågsved nature reserve was formed. Decision was made by the municipality to demolish 

   the southern part of the area. The organisation “Kulturkvarter Snösätra” is formed. 

2020 The southern area with the biggest walls was demolished. 

2013 Techno raves began to be held in the area illegally
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Future plans 

• Waiting for the result of the cultural park investigation

• The community of Snösätra and the non-profit organisation 

Kulturkvarter Snösätra is what keeps the art and creativity 

alive in the area today. 

Future plans for Snösätra
There have been several ideas for de-
velopment of Snösätra industrial area. In 
2012, a proposal to build residential units 
on the site was discussed. The argu-
ment was to strengthen the connection 
between Rågsved, Högdalen and Farsta. 
In the plan Snösätra and the allotments 
would be built on. The project started 
but was stopped due to the decision of 
making the surrounding nature area into 
a nature reserve. Another proposal for 
building housing on the land of Snösätra 
was discussed in 2017, however the 
municipality was against the idea with 
the argument that is was not according 
to Stockholm’s strategic plan to build on 
an empty site in the middle of a soon-to-
be nature reserve. It would also increase 
unwanted traffic in the reserve (Exploat-
eringkontoret, 2018). 

When the decision was made to classify 
Rågsved nature area as a nature reserve 
and to demolish and turn the south-
ern part of Snösätra industrial area into 
nature land another decision was also 
made. The municipality decided to inves-
tigate the possibility to turn the northern 
part of Snösätra into a cultural park. The 
city saw the potential to create a social 

meeting spot with elements of culture 
(Enskede-Årsta-Vantörs stadsdelsförvalt-
ning, 2018). The investigation is expected 
to be published in June 2021 after sever-
al delays. What a municipal cultural park 
is, and if it will be one in Snösätra or not 
will be determined in the future. 

The future of the site has been subject-
ed for debate by many in newspapers 
and blogs with different views on what 
Snösätras development should be. Right 
now, few things are certain for Snösätra 
and the area seems to be at the cross-
road with only two different scenarios, 
being torn down all together or becom-
ing a municipal culture park. 

Yet the organization Snösätra kul-
turkvarter and the engaged companies 
in the area still plan for the future of the 
space. They organize graffiti workshops, 
art tours, music studios, the art gallery 
and the annual urban festival. The organ-
isation also invites international graffiti 
artists to paint the curated walls. 

The community of Snösätra is what keeps 
the cultural work, art and creativity alive 
in the area today. 
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Rågsved´s nature reserve
Rågsved’s nature reserve is quite young. 
Officially it became a nature reserve in 
year 2018 and before that it had been a 
nature area since the military left in 1958 
(Stockholm stad, 2020). Before the Swed-
ish military used it for training, it was used 
for agriculture and the area is still shaped 
by the culture of farming (Exploatering-
skontoret Enskede Vantör, 2018:7).

The nature reserve is 94 hectares big and 
includes many valuable habitats. On the 
higher parts of the landscape there is old 
pine forests, mixed forests in the slopes, 
wetlands in the valleys and open grass-
lands grazed by sheeps and cows during 
the warmer seasons (ibid:4). These are 
some of the different nature types in the 
reserve and the varied areas creates a 
mosaic landscape (see figure 20) with 
both great nature and cultural values. The 
long tradition of agriculture has left the 
area well preserved with open grasslands 
and meadows (ibid 12). 

The different species of trees makes it an 
important habitat for different animals, 
and the big amount of big old trees 
makes the reserve an essential area for 
biodiversity (ibid:13). That the area is 
an oak tree landscape is of extra impor-
tance for its ecological value and for 
Stockholm´s green areas as a whole, oak 
living species thrive in some areas of the 
reserve, see figure 23 (ibid:12). Almost 
the entire nature reserve is of particularly 
importance in Stockholm´s ecological 
infrastructure, it is a so called “kärnom-
råde”, a core area for the city’s ecology 

(see figure 22), and therefore of great im-
portance to preserve (ibid:11). It is a rich 
reserve used by many species. The many 
wetlands make great habitat for birds, 
and different amphibians. Frogs play in 
the ponds, as they make great areas for 
reproduction (ibid), the entire reserve is 
actually a habitat for amphibians of differ-
ent sorts see figure 23. The biodiversity is 
high and the area also serves as a home 
for insects, bats, reptiles, mushrooms, 
plants and small and big mammals 
(ibid:15-16). 

Rågsved´s nature reserve is also a 
meaningful recreational area for the 
people living in the suburbs surrounding 
the reserve. It is well used for walks, for 
running and in the wintertime for skiing 
and skating on lake Magelungen. With 
the great habitat for birds there is also 
opportunity for bird watching in multiple 
places in the reserve. The culture and 
history of the area is brought to life at 
the allotments where people grow crops 
for both recreational and food purposes 
(ibid:4).

Even if Rågsved´s nature reserve is 
young, the area is meaningful both for 
humans and animal. It has a lot of history, 
culture and nature values worth protect-
ing and develop. Snösätra is a part of 
that history and culture, and it sits in the 
middle of the reserve. Snösätra could be 
seen as an extended part from Rågsved´s 
nature reserve, or another piece in the 
mosaic landscape that makes this entire 
area so unique. 
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Figur 0.7 Habitatnätverk för eklevande arter. Källa Stockholms stad. 
 
Groddjur 
Med ett flertal våtmarker, varav Kräppladiket är en av de största i 
Stockholmsområdet, utgör Rågsveds friområde en viktig lokal för 
våtmarkslevande arter. Modellerna för habitatnätverket för grod-
djur är baserade på exempelarten vanlig padda. Våtmarker är vik-
tiga leklokaler för paddor och andra groddjur, och som figur 1.8 
visar finns goda spridningsmöjligheter inom området. Sprid-
ningsvägar finns framförallt åt sydost, längs med Magelungen. 
Spridning kan även ske en bit norr ut till Majroskogen mellan 
Bandhagen och Svedmyra. Ett svagt spridningssamband finns 
även mot Älvsjöskogen. Nordväst mot Hagsätra utgör Magelungs-
vägen en barriär som troligtvis minskar vad som annars kunde 
vara en ytterligare möjlig spridningsväg för groddjur. 
 

 
Figur 0.8 Habitatnätverk för groddjur. Källa Stockholms stad. 

 

Bilaga 2.2. Karta över skötselområden i Rågsveds naturreservat. 

Figure 21: Habitat for oak living species.Figure 20: Different landscapes in the reserve with different maintenance.

Figure 22: Ecologically particularly important areas in Stockholm´s ecological infrastructure. Figure 23: Habitat for amphibians.
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området inrymmer en mångfald av ekologiska funktioner som 
bidrar till ett fungerande ekosystem och en rik biologisk mång-
fald. Framförallt är det den stora variationen av äldre skogsmar-
ker, våtmarker och strandzoner samt det öppna kulturlandskapet 
med dess brynzoner som utgör grunden för områdets höga natur-
värden. 
 

 
Figur 0.5 Ekologiskt särskilt betydelsefulla områden i Stockholms ekologiska 
infrastruktur. Källa Stockholms stad. 

 
Stockholms stad har kartlagt tre s.k. habitatnätverk8,9 baserade på 
arter eller artgrupper som används som indikatorer för en god 
ekologisk infrastruktur. Dessa är barrskogsarter, eklevande arter 
och groddjur. 
  
Barrskogsarter 
Området erbjuder i sin helhet relativt höga spridningsmöjligheter 
för barrskogsfåglar (figur 1.6). Exempelarten tofsmes, som mo-
dellen för habitatnätverket är baserad på, är särskilt knuten till 
äldre barrskog med inslag av död ved. Den trivs bäst i flerskiktade 
barrskogsbestånd som har en varierande struktur. Tofsmesen fly-
ger inte gärna över öppna fält mer än några 100 meter och är där-
med känslig för fragmentering av landskapet. Angränsande eller 

                                                 
8 Mörtberg et al., 2006. 
9 Mörtberg et al., 2007. 
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Future plans for the reserve
Most of the future plans are about main-
tenance of Rågsved´s nature reserve, how 
to tend for specific species of animals 
and trees, and the different landscapes. 
With the right care it is possible to 
strengthen the spread of different spe-
cies. Different measures, such as clearing 
small plants and trees and use dead trees 
to create good habitat for insects are 
good strategies. Tending for the differ-
ent landscapes in the area to preserve 
both the nature and cultural values is of 
great importance. The plan is to have 
designated areas for different use, both 
to add recreational value and to preserve 
wild nature. The movement of people 
will therefore be channelled through 

specific connections to give room where 
nature is sensitive. Existing seating needs 
repairing and graffiti on trees, bench-
es and signs will be washed away. An 
investigation of a designated area for a 
dog yard is also initiated, with different 
areas suggested, see figure 28, one is on 
the grounds of the demolished part of 
Snösätra (Exploateringskontoret Enskede 
Vantör, 2018:20-57).

With the proposal for the maintenance of 
Rågsved´s nature reserve, a future vision 
was also created for the area. The idea is 
that the vision can serve as a source of in-
spiration and a goal for both the mainte-
nance and the development of Rågsved´s 
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nature reserve (ibid:18). The idea is to 
channel the movement of people with 
different connections with different char-
acter. On figure 30, the connections are 
categorized by colour. The blue connec-
tion is a water and reed walk, here the 
idea is to create a crossing over the lake. 
The red is an activity walk, it reaches from 
the west to the east of the reserve and 
includes planned playgrounds, the exist-
ing park and pond area, a running path, 
a planned outdoor gym, barbecue areas 
and a planned new landmark in the en-
trance of Snösätra industrial area, which 
the activity connection also include. The 
orange is the agriculture walk, where 
the idea is that people can stroll in the 
allotment areas and the open groves. The 
last connection for the vision is the green 
one, the forest path leads people over 
the hilly landscape up on the heights and 
through the forests. 

It is a comprehensive vision, with people 
visiting the nature reserve in focus. As 
the area is kept and preserved for the 
wild nature, it is clear that the vision is to 
create an important node for recreational 
purposes. However, when zooming in on 
Snösätra on the vision map (see figure 
29), questions are raised about how the 
existing qualities of Snösätra industrial 
area are preserved? And how the active 
people in the area are included in the 
vision? In the vision, Snösätra is treated 
more like a space that should mimic the 
reserve than a space with great values on 
its own. There is very little space kept for 
the culture, at the same time as a café is 
planned for and a big parking lot. There 
are possible good ideas for Snösätra 
here, like creating places for pollinators 
between the graffiti walls and adding 

meadow-like spaces, however it is hard 
to say what will be left of the values creat-
ed through the mix between businesses, 
the post-industrial landscape and the 
citizen initiative of cultural expressions. 
The vision for Rågsved´s nature reserve 
is a part of the maintenance plan as a 
goal and inspiration, there is no decision 
made that Snösätra industrial area will 
be developed as figure 29 suggests. The 
future plan for Snösätra industrial area 
is still uncertain, however through this 
vision for the nature reserve a glimpse of 
the municipality’s idea for the northern 
part of Snösätra is also shown. 

The southern and demolished part 
of Snösätra has a clearer future plan, 
however the future use of it is not yet 
certain. The plan is to decontaminate the 
area as a start and with time reconstruct 
it to a nature land. Then the plan is to 
strengthen the forest connection and 
bind the area to surrounding nature to 
create a peaceful place, with the possi-
ble recreational value with a dog yard, 
the exact use is still uncertain however 
(Exploateringskontoret Enskede Vantör, 
2018:54-55).

Rågsved´s nature reserve has a quite 
clear future plan, as a vision at least, how-
ever Snösätra with its specific qualities 
and the people active in the area is not 
considered in this vision. Taking Snösätra 
into consideration as an important part of 
the reserve would probably change both 
some of the vision for the reserve and 
definitely the vague plans for Snösätra 
industrial area. 
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Figure 28: Proposed possible areas for designated dog yards.

Figure 29: Zoom in on the vision map of Rågsved´s nature reserve (figure 26)
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Figur 2.3 Föreslagna ytor för anläggning av hundrastområden eller 
hundrastgårdar. 

 
UNDERHÅLL - Uppgifter om underhåll så som klottersanering, 
sanering av avfall i området, soptömning, snöröjning samt andra 
driftfrågor fastställs av stadsdelsförvaltningen i den detaljerade 
skötselplanen. 
 

Uppföljning och dokumentation 
 
Naturvårdsförvaltaren dokumenterar utförda åtgärder samt annat 
som kan vara av intresse för förvaltningen. Dokumentation bör 
lämpligen ställas samman årligen. Dokumentationen är väsentlig 
då den ska ligga till grund för fortsatta åtgärder inom området, 
ändring i förvaltningen och som underlag för eventuell revidering 
av skötselplanen.  
 
Vid dokumentation kan bland annat anges: 
- Plats för åtgärden, åtgärdens art och tidpunkt för utförande. 
- Notering om åtgärdens effekt. 
- Kostnader för naturvårdsförvaltningen. 
 
Det är även av stort värde om förändringar dokumenteras 
fotografiskt. 
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Förslag stråk och platser

Aktivitetsstråket rör sig längs det kuperade brynet 
i norr och är en tillgänglig gångbana med många kop-
plingar till närområdet. Stråket förbinder platser för kul-
tur och aktivitet, från Cyklopen och Perssons Betong, ned 
till Snösätra och vidare till Rågdalens stadsdelspark och 
Hagsätraskogen. Stråket har en enhetlig gestaltning i 
material, belysning och skulpturala inslag. Picknickplats, 
utegym och plats för lek återfinns längs stråket.

Skog- och hällmarksstigen leder genom ädellövs- 
skog och upp på sprickdalslandskapets högpunkter, där 
det bjuds på vackra utsikter och rofyllda platser mellan 
åldrade talldungar. Stigen vindlar genom det kuperande 
landskapet och stannar ibland upp vid en ekdunge med 
en faundepå av död ved, en liten plats för naturläralek 
eller en grillplats under trädkronor. 

Vass- och vattenpromenaden följer vattnets väg 
längs bäckar och vid Magelungens strandlinje. Prome-
naden är gjord av träspänger och rör sig delvis genom 
vassen, med bryggor för att skåda fåglar eller groddjur 
och med rofyllda platser inne i den susande vassen. Diken 
föreslås återfå sin ursprungliga meanderande form gen-
om de låglänta fuktängarna, för en ökad vattenkvalitet. 
Vid Kräppladikets utlopp står ett fågeltorn i vassbrynet. 

Hag- och odlingsspåret går över öppen hagmark, 
längs inhägnader med betesdjur och genom grindar, för-
bi brokiga kolonilotter.  Det kulturpräglade landskapet 
med ädellövskog, gamla slåtterängar och hagmarker vis-
ar på platsens historia. I hagmarken finns en trädbevuxen 
åkerholme med en ordnad utflyktplats. Koloniområdena 
bjuder på genomresa mellan lotterna och här skapas en 
ny odlingsnod som en mötesplats för odlingsintresserade.
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Förstärkta bryn mot bebyggelse för
ökad rumslighet och ekologiskt värde.

Förslag på eko-sociodukt över väg 
för koppling mot Hagsätraskogen.

Förstärkta bryn och mindre 
dammar för att skapa möjliga 
stråk för grod- och kräldjur.

Kulturhuset Cyklopen

Skatepark

Elljusspår

Perssons betong. Festplats med 
koppling till aktivitetsstråket. 

Meandering av diket med 
spänger som ger vattenkontakt.   

Parkering med möjlighet att 
snabbt komma ut på 
stigar och stråk i området. 

Entréplats med aktivitetsnod 
för spontanidrott och samlings- 
plats för motionsslingorna.

Groddamm med brygga
som tillåter vattenkontakt. 

Snösätras ruderatmarks-
trädgårdar med 
insektshabitat mellan 
graffitimurar och ateljéer.

Leklandskap med 
naturläralek, integrerat i 
den befintlig terrängen.  

Publik odlingsnod som 
fungerar som samlingspunkt 
för odlingsintresserade. 
Utbyte av kunskap, fröer, 
plantor och verktyg sker här.

Kräppladammen. 

Skulpturalt landmärke i randzon 
mellan skog och industrimark med
besöksinformation för området.

Picknick på åkerholmen.

Leklandskap.
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Gra�ti artists 
atcive in Snösätra

Enthusiasts for 
Snösätra

Entrepreneurs 
in Snösätra

The municipality Local police The organization careing for 
Rågsved´s nature reserve 

The organization creating 
cultural in Snösätra

SNÖSÄTRA KULTURKVARTER
KRÄPPLAGRUPPEN

Interviews of stakeholders
This project is substantiated through 
interviews with different stakeholders and 
people with varied interests in Snösätra. 
15 interviews have been conducted, with 
the total of 25 people participating. The 
idea from the start was to collect as many 
different perspectives as possible to be 
able to both understand the area, and to 
plan for a future development.

The focus of the interviews has been 
Snösätra´s history, the use and character 
of the area today, and a desired future 
for the area. To comprehend the findings 
from the interviews, detect important val-
ues and conflict of interests, the findings 
have been analysed, which resulted into 
five themes. 

The themes, or even better discourses, 
reflect the various of topics people have 
talked about in several interviews inde-
pendent of each other. The discourses 
that have emerged during the interviews 
are; A free space, A collective wound, 
Being and feeling safe, The nature of a 

nature reserve and For people by people. 
The text will immerse in this topic later 
on. 

These interviews and the discourse 
analysis of them have been of great 
importance to understand the site and 
its essence in a deeper way. It has been 
invaluable for the choices of focus, 
priorities and the design. However, 
the research is lacking the perspective 
of people living close to Snösätra, in 
Rågsved, Myrängen and Fagersjö. 

The communities in these surrounding 
areas would be affected by any develop-
ment of the site. Therefore, their opinions 
are of great importance. To understand 
the citizens general opinion of the area 
and what future they seek, I believe a 
survey would have been preferable. 
However, given the time and scope of 
a master thesis, the decision was made 
early on not to undergo that type of com-
prehensive study, even if it would have 
been valuable. 
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Discourse analysis
The five discourses were identified 
through the 15 interviews, including over 
25 people. All of the stakeholders had a 
connection to the area in some way. Po-
lice officers working in Rågsved, a group 
concerned of Rågsved´s nature reserve, 
the people of the non-profit organization 
working with the cultural event in the 
area etcetera. 

The discourse A free space was identi-
fied early on in the process. Almost in 
every interview the aspect of freedom 
was mentioned. A Snösätra has been a 
place on its own without much control, 
the creativity of the community has been 
free and vibrant. That atmosphere is now 
of importance for the engaged people in 
the area and feel that it could be threat-
ened by to many rules, being to polished, 
and bureaucracy (interviews, 2021:1, 3-5, 
7-12, 15). 

During many interviews people spoke 
sadly about the fall of 2020, when bull-
dozers demolished the northern part of 
Snösätra leaving a hole in the ground 
and a collective wound in the communi-
ty. They had fought to save it, protested 
and collected signatures but it was all 
in vain. Speaking about the event both 
made people frustrated and sad, as many 

mean that there was very few arguments 
for the demolition, more than kicking 
tenants out of the area. Many still think 
that the municipality have good inten-
tions with the investigation of a cultural 
park. However, during the interviews it 
became clear that a collective mistrust of 
authorities has been another result of the 
demolition, this called for the discourse 
A collective wound (interviews, 2021:1, 4, 
5, 7-10, 15). 

For a long time Snösätra industrial area 
has been a place with different criminal 
activity. It is an area hidden in the woods, 
with places to hide and not always peo-
ple around. The inactive management 
from the municipality is believed by 
many to have contributed to an increase 
of criminal actions in Snösätra. However, 
with today’s consistent flow of visitors 
and more varied activities taking place, 
it has become a bit safer. And crime 
could be prevented with even more 
people visiting and moving around in the 
area, Being and feeling safe is of great 
importance when developing a place for 
culture (interviews, 2021:5, 6, 8, 11, 13, 
14). 

Many has grand ideas for Snösätras de-
velopment, but it is of importance to not 

forget that since 2018, Snösätra is an in-
dustrial graffiti island in a nature reserve. 
Nature reserves are vital to create natural 
habitats for trees, plants and animals. 
Therefore, it is of importance that the na-
ture reserve stays wild nature as much as 
possible. To use the area for recreational 
purposes is of course great, paths, signs 
and some furniture is okay, but it must be 
a balance where it is foremost A nature 
reserve and not a public park (interviews, 
2021:5, 6, 13, 14).  

Today the cultural in Snösätra is non-prof-
it and completely without founding. All 
the work people put into the area they do 
for free. During the interviews it became 
clear that if the community are able to 
fix, paint, build, reuse and afford change 
themselves, the possibility that change 
will happen increases a lot. The commu-
nity in Snösätra truly live by the idea to 
work For people by people (interviews, 
2021:1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 15).

The five discourses is the foundation for 
the design project’s focus, priorities and 
design choices. To be able to design and 
create a sustainability future for Snösätra, 
these five discourses are vital. 

A free space

•  A place for free creativity

•  The freedom of Snösätra is sensitive to 
 bureaucracy
 
•  Important that existing activities can stay and evolve 

•  The character of a rough industrial area, meeting  
 art, meeting nature

•  Some walls are curated and other walls are free for  
 anyone to paint, makes a special mix of different   
 styles, expressions and quality

”… We have to keep it human and small-scale, it should not 
be McDonald’s, it should not be one of the big restaura-
teurs that come here and open up a restaurant, you come 
down here and open a restaurant and move from here and 
open a larger restaurant elsewhere, you start here, you do 
not end here... ”

(Interview, 2021:1) 
Translation by Nellie Stenvall 

“…the case that politicians go in and change too much, 
that it is no longer free, in the same way. What I believe and 
what I want, a vision, is that it is very creative on different 
levels, everything from culture to art, music, dance, skate, a 
place for culture in general.”

(Interview, 2021:5) 
Translation by Nellie Stenvall 
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A collective wound

•  The oldest buildings and biggest walls of Snösätra were torn   
  down 

•  No protests or list of signature could save the northern part from the 
 municipality taking the decision to demolish it

•  The loss of the northern part has created a collective wound for the 
 community in Snösätra 

•  The disrespectful act has resulted in mistrust of authorities in  the 
 community

“In order for the soul of the place to survive, it is required to 
some extent that the municipality dares to relinquish control 
of the place and let businesses and organizations take more 
responsibility for the area...”

(Interview, 2021:2) 
Translation by Nellie Stenvall 

Being and feeling safe

•  A lot of criminality takes place in the area today

•  Different groups and different activities contributes  
 to safe environment 

•  Some structures in the area are not safe and are in  
 need of repair

•  No active engagement from the municipality will  
 eventually make the area so dilapidated that it will  
 be beyond rescue

“… I want it to be a meeting place for inspiration and it 
should not only be culture people visiting and looking at, it 
should be participatory culture, that you come here and you 
participate, you meet new people and exchange ideas…”

(Interview, 2021:5) 
  Translation by Nellie Stenvall 
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A nature reserve

•  The area should stay nature, not be turned into a  
 park with too much public furniture and trails

•  There should not be much noise and light pollution  
 in the nature reserve. It does not make a good 
 habitat for nocturnal animals

•  Traffic, trash and pollution should always be 
 avoided in the reserve

“…The worst case scenario is that they do not do anything 
what so ever, that they let the area go totally dilapidated, 
just as they did with Hammarby Sjöstad, so that there is no 
alternative but to build housing, it becomes so criminal that 
no one else wants take responsibility for it…”

(Interview, 2021:5) 
Translation by Nellie Stenvall 

For people by people

•  The character of Snösätra is sensitive to a too 
 polished finish and to much rules and structure

•  Built from the grassroots, by people for people

•  With a small budget it is of importance that   
 development is affordable, and possible to built by  
 the community themselves

“… I see the cultural district Snösätra as a creative hub, with 
roots in creativity, form and expression. It starts here, it is in 
this place where creativity can flow in its purest form. We 
also have the unique place that just pushes it even further. ”

(Interview, 2021:5) 
Translation by Nellie Stenvall 
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Context analysis
Snösätra is located in Stockholm, in the 
middle of Rågsved´s nature reserve, close 
to lake Magelungen and surrounded 
by the suburbs Rågsved, Myrängen and 
Fagersjö. The southern part of the area 
was demolished year 2020.

Almost 12 000 people live in Rågsved, 
and the suburb mostly consists of apart-
ment buildings of varied heights. There 
are two bigger schools and plenty of 
kindergartens in the area. Rågdalen is a 
valley cutting through southern Rågsved 
all the way to the metro station. It is a very 
important green pedestrian connection 
in the suburb. 

Fagersjö has almost 3000 citizens and is a 
mix of villas, townhouses and apartment 

buildings. There is a school here and two 
kindergartens. Myrängen has over 1300 
citizens, most buildings are villas, some 
are summer cottages. 

The northern part of lake Magelungen 
is quite overgrown today, however the 
same area has become an important 
habitat for birds. The southern part of 
Mangelungen has some places to swim, 
but over the years the lake has become 
eutrophicated.

There is a bigger industrial are in Högda-
len close by to Snösätra. A possible place 
for tenants to move if necessary. 

Created by Pablo Fernández Vallejo
from the Noun Project

Created by Tom Walsh
from the Noun Project
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Skötselplan för Rågsveds naturreservat 
14 (63) 

 

Figur 0.11 Våtmarker, skyddsvärda trädmiljöer, nyckelbiotoper och områden 

med naturvärde i Rågsveds friområde.  

 
Biologisk mångfald 
Områdets långa trädkontinuitet med mycket gamla träd ger 
tillsammans med våtmarkerna och de öppna vattenytorna goda 
förutsättningar för många rödlistade arter. Vid stränderna längs 
Magelungen och i vattendragen sker en stor insektsproduktion 
vilken är en viktig födoresurs för fladdermöss och häckande 
fåglar. De gamla hålträden erbjuder bra boplatser. I de träd- och 
buskklädda strandmiljöerna finns gott om häckningsplatser för 
fåglar och vattenmiljöerna utgör även lämpliga platser för 
groddjurslek.  
 
Fåglar 
Området hyser ett rikt fågelliv, framförallt inom våtmarkerna. 
Enligt en sjöfågelinventering12 konstateras att Fagersjöviken i 
Magelugnen är en regionalt betydelsefull fågellokal. I området 
finns flera arter av både häckande och rastande sjöfåglar, fram-
förallt kring Kräppladikets inlopp. Bl.a. finns häckande par av 
brunand (VU) inrapporterade i artportalen13. Arter som skägg-
dopping, knölsvan, gräsand och kricka är vanliga i området. I 

                                                 
12 Stockholm Vatten, 2007. 
13 Artportalen 2000-2017, utdrag 170622. 
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Rågsved´s nature reserve

As Snösätra´s surroundings and context 
are a nature reserve there are many 
ecological important areas that needs to 
be considered in a future development. 
In figure 31 important areas are mapped 
out as the wetlands in blue, tree envi-
ronments worth protecting in red, key 
biotopes in green and areas with nature 
value in purple. All of these except for ar-
eas with nature value are in direct contact 
with Snösätra industrial area. 

Because of the varied landscape many 
red list species live in Rågsved´s nature 

reserve. Birds and amphibians thrive in 
the wetlands and shore areas. Insects find 
good habitat in the big truck of hollow 
trees which also make the area a great 
living environment for bats with a lot 
of insects to eat. The biodiversity here 
is great and should be enabled further 
more (Exploateringskontoret Enskede 
Vantör, 2018:14). 

Therefore, the development of Snösätra 
will have an impact on important nature 
areas and the use and activity must con-
sider the sensitivity for the adjacent areas 
in the nature reserve.
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2. CAR ACCESS

4. PEDESTRIAN ACCESS3. BICYCLE ACCESS

1. PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACCESS

Infrastructure access

1. Public transport access
Public transport is available to Snösätra. 
Rågsved´s metro station, and 3 different bus stops 
in walking distance. 

2. Car access
There is one car road connection to Snösätra, 
through Magelunsvägen and then connecting to 
Snöstravägen and the area. Snösätravägen is not 
going through Myrängen. 

3. Bicycle access
By bike, surrounding areas are easy to reach from 
Snösätra. In only 6 minutes you reach Rågsved, 3 
minutes to Myrängen and 7 minutes to Fagersjö. 
To Rågsved and Myrängen there are safe paths, 
however to Fagersjö you share the road with cars. 

4. Pedestrian access
The pedestrian connection is quite good. How-
ever, what should take you 8 minutes to Fagersjö, 
takes 15 due to the route and you have to walk on 
a road without a pedestrian board walk.
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6. ACTIVITY NODES

8. PUBLIC TRANSPORT NODES7. NATURE RESERVE NODES

5. INSTITUTIONAL NODES

Nodes

5. Institutional nodes
Rågsved with the most citizens also has the big-
gest amount of institutional nodes, like schools, 
medical care and retirement home.

6. Activity nodes
There is a lot of activity in Rågsved today, and it 
is important to take care of the existing life in the 
area. So, the new activity in Snösätra should not 
compete with the existing. Few nodes can be de-
tected in Fagersjö and Myrängen, Snöästra could 
work as an important node close to these areas. 

7. Nature reserve nodes
There is a lot of different activities in Rågsved´s 
nature reserve, both big and small. What is added 
to the reserve should complement the existing 
nodes. 

8. Public transport nodes
There are many different options to travel to 
Snösätra, 3 bus stops and a metro station are 
within a 15 minutes walking distance. 
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Context analysis summary
There is a clear and good connection be-
tween Myrängen and the close by suburb 
Högdalen. You mostly walk through the 
nature reserve on pedestrian paths, with 
only one car crossing. Benches and lights 
are situated along the path, you also 
walk by a cultural house and a skate park 
when you reach Högdalen. 

The connection between Rågsved and 
Fagersjö is not as clear. The empty as-
phalted area in the southern part of the 
valley in Rågsved is a weak part of the 
connection. There is no pedestrian path 
to Fagersjö which leads to an unsafe and 
prolonged walk.

While Myrängen is very close to the 
Snösätra, and many from Myrängen walk 
past it on their promenades. The mental 
barrier is greater between Rågsved and 
Snösätra, and Fagersjö and Snösätra. 

This could be changed with smaller inter-
ventions, strengthening both the physical 
and the mental connection between 
the surrounding areas to Snösätra. And 
through Snösätra also connecting the 
surrounding areas to each other. 

In this way Snösätra can have a good 
impact on its surroundings as well as in 
the area itself. 
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Site specific analysis
Snösätra industrial area is today a mix be-
tween industrial activity, mostly storage 
of different material and equipment, and 
a cultural hub for urban art and creativity. 
Kulturkvarter Snösätra has today a gallery 
on the site, they arrange different events 
and workshops in Snösätra.

The site is located in the middle of 
Rågsveds nature reserve, and sits in the 
landscape between two huge rocks 
covered with a forest. The chosen site is 
3 hectares with some added connections 
and interventions beyond the area. 

The south part of Snösätra was demol-
ished year 2020, and is now a flat, fenced 
of gravel pit. There is a powerline over 
the area, witch is also the reason why 
Snösätra is divides in the southern and 
the northern parts.

Through Snösätravägen from the south, 
you can reach the area by car. From the 
north there is only a pedestrian connec-
tion. 

The character of Snösätra has a rough, 
post-industrial feeling, mixed with huge 
paintings on the concrete walls. A varia-
tion between grey and a total explosion 
of colour. There a some abandoned 
buildings on the site, structures today 
that can be unsafe to enter. 

The road in the area, the wall of fame, 
is the spine of Snösätra. Great art adorn 
the walls here. The rest of Snösätra is 
spaced by the walls of the area, creating 
big and small courtyards. Two of them 
are not used by businesses, they are 
instead used by any artist who would like 
to paint. 
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Character analysis
The most important structures for the cul-
ture in Snösätra are the walls of the area. 
They hold the art. Other important as-
pects for the character of Snösätra is the 
old machine crane as a land mark for the 
place. The roughness of structures, like a 
crumbled wall or broken asphalt. Making 
things too polished would take away the 
charm and uniqueness of the area. 
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Character analysis
There are abandoned buildings in the 
area. While some may be to damage to 
reuse, others could certainly be rebuilt 
into something new and at the same 
time preserving the industrial character 
of the area. The nature is always present 
in Snösätra, the demolished southern 
part is planned to be decontaminated 
and turned into nature land with time, 
however right now it is an empty gravel 
lot, fenced of for the public.. 
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Height analysis
A model of the site and its surroundings 
was made to understand the topography 
of the area better. As can be seen in the 
images of the topography model, the site 
sits in a flat part of the landscape be-
tween three heights. One could describe 
it as the site is in a small valley, created 
between the peaks covered by a forest. 
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3. CAR AND PEDESTRIAN ACCESS1. LAND USE
5. PERMANENT/TEMPORARY/

DEMOLISHED STRUCTURES

6. OPEN/ CURATED WALLS

Site analysis

1. Land use
The remaining northern part of Snösätra is a sepa-
rate zoning plan, and is like an island surrounded 
by Rågsved´s nature reserve. The former southern 
part of Snösätra, is now demolished and a part of 
the nature reserve.

2. Public access
Half of Snösätra is today public and can be 
reached by anyone, the rest of the area is used 
for the businesses and is private. The southern 
demolished area is fenced off. 

3. Car and pedestrian access
Snösätravägen is the only car road leading to the 
area. Only connected from the north. There are 
a lot of pedestrian paths surrounding the area. 
However, it is no direct and clear pedestrian con-
nection leading directly to Snösätra. Accessibility 
is good in the area, it is quite hard to reach the 
forest side of the area however. 

4. Activities
Today there are a lot of activities going on in 
Snösätra. Different businesses, such as scaffold-
ing, containers storage, truck repair etcetera. 
There is also a gallery and a reggae organisation. 

5. Permanent/temporary/demolished structures
Some structures are built with concrete or brick 
and has a more permanent character. Others are 
more temporary, made of structures with sheet 
metal or plastic. The now demolished structures 
were the oldest and biggest in the area, and most 
of them was built in a permanent way.

6. Open/curated walls
An important aspect is the mix of curated and 
free walls. And the wound after the demolished 
structures in the south. The walls are of extreme 
importance for the community in Snöstra. They 
are the canvases for the art.
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Site specific analysis summary
As a general analysis of the site, some 
missing connections to Snösätra can be 
detected. Mostly pedestrian, but also a 
missing car connection for better move-
ment and accessibility. Some connections 
exist, but could be strengthened with 
small means. 

Some courtyards of the area have a clear 
use, of only business or culture while one 
is more mixed, however still very closed 
off to the public. The culture part of the 
area is in need of a better entrance to 
welcome visitors. 

A lot of the existing businesses have 
suitable activities and should stay in the 
area, while others may need to move out 
of reach from the nature reserve. This 
gives the opportunity for businesses to 
be relocated inside the area and to give 
more room to the culture.  

The courtyards, made by the walls, are 
an opportunity to create places inside 
of Snösätra with different uses to attract 
different groups of people, however 
still preserving the same character as a 

whole. The walls of Snösätra are the most 
important structures, not touching the 
brick and concrete walls are crucial, while 
taking away fences and opening up gates 
could be good for creating a better flow 
in the area.  

Some abandoned structures are un-
safe and blocking the flow of the area. 
Otherwise, the existing buildings on site 
should be preserved, rebuilt and reused 
as much as possible. 

The south area is officially a part of the 
nature reserve, however there is no 
nature there today. This together with the 
knowledge about the demolished struc-
tures makes an important opportunity to 
try mending the collective wound caused 
by the demolition of the north area. 

It is of importance to not polish the area 
to much, the character is built on the 
varied mix of activity, expression, free 
creativity, nature, a post-industrial feeling 
and urban art. The area can evolve and 
change, but it should not become some-
thing new.
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Core aspects - site specific
The core aspects were defined through 
the research of this thesis. In this part 
they are used as a tool to understand the 
important aspects of Snösätra industrial 
area as a site. The material put into the 
core aspects has been collected through 
the interviews of stakeholders and analy-
sis of the context and the site.

Through the core aspects the analysis 
and the interviews can be combined and 
then it is possible to define the important 
aspects of the entire site in a more com-
plex manner.

Some examples are the common wound 
after the demolished southern part, as a 
key history aspect. The industrial, unpol-
ished, free and changeable identity that 

both can be seen on site, but valued 
through the interviews from the aspect 
genuis loci.

The understanding of the most important 
resources comes out clear here, they are 
the existing structure, the community and 
the nature surrounding the area. Some 
inevitable issues are the small budget 
that people talked about in the interviews 
and uninviting unsafe structures that 
could be seen on the site. 

And so it goes on, in this way the impor-
tant aspects of Snösätra becomes clear. 
This makes it easier to determine goals 
and values to achieve in the next step of 
the project. 
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• Urban art has occurred here 
since 1980s. Legally since 2014.
• Common wound after the 
southern area with the oldest 
buildings was demolished

• Skate park and cultural build 
ing in Högdalen is close by´
• A 100 years old wooden build-
ing was demolished 2020.
• The  nature reserve is an im-
portant recreational area
• Local activity in Rågsved, bas-
ketball, boxingclub etcetera. 

• Industrial
• Unpolished
• Free 
• Unconventional
• Always changing

• Urban art
• Art gallery and music studios 
• Workshops and art tours
• Different businesses/industries
• Festival

• Nature reserve vulnerability vs. 
an industrial areas way of being
• Possible: Municipality ideas vs. 
the organisations ideas for the 
area

• The brick and concrete walls
• Reusable built structures 
• The landmark crane
• The existing community
• Rågsved nature reserve

• Turning an industrial area into 
a node for urban art
• Festival for urban art
• Creative hub

• Contaminated soil
• Unsafe & uninviting structures
• Criminal activity
• Small budget



Aims and values
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Why aims and values?
To summarize the findings of the inter-
views, analysis and core aspects and to 
understand how to go forward with the 
design, the aims and values of a develop-
ment of Snösätra has been defined.

For example, to keep the area change-
able, which is an important part of the 
identity. Protect the walls as they hold the 
art. Rebuild and use structures instead 
of building new ones. The design must 
be affordable to actually be developed. 

Therefore also self built by the commu-
nity. Keep the existing character by using 
existing materials. Prevent criminality with 
different activity. Respect the history of 
the space and the sensitivity of a nature 
reserve. Both physically and mentally 
connect the area with its surroundings 
with breadcrumbs leading to the space. 

Through this, the strategies to actually 
design the site could be established in 
the next part.

6. Sustain the existing industrial character. Use suitable 
materials already existing on the site to safeguard the genius 
loci of the area. 

7. Criminal activity is occurring in Snösätra industrial area. 
It is of importance to secure safe environment through a vari-
ety of activities that attract different groups at different times. 

8. Respect and honour the history of the site, to both un-
derstand the past and plan for a more sustainable future. 
Even if Snösätra have multiple users and a changing char-
acter the area has a lot of history and value that needs to be 
cared for.

9. The future development of Snösätra industrial area 
should not harm Rågsved nature reserve. It is therefore of 
importance that the nature reserve is a part of the future de-
velopment of Snösätra, to consider the reserves restrictions 
and needs. The nature reserve and Snösätra should be con-
nected and part of each other’s development. 

10. Snösätra industrial area should be a mental connec-
tor between the surrounding areas (Rågsved, myrängen & 
Fagersjö). As it will become a generator and a meeting place 
for people living close by, the physical connection should 
also be strengthened to encourage people to explore and 
visit the nature reserve and Snösätra. 

1. Snösätra industrial area is always in a state of change 
and a great part of the character of the space, some things 
can seem as they are permanent, but be gone or trans-
formed the next time you visit. It is a transitory place and 
should continue to be that way. 

2. Protect the walls of the Snösätra industrial area. They 
are the canvases holding the art, they must always be free 
from blocking objects and be able to be viewed and photo-
graphed from a distance. 

3. First and foremost rebuild and reuse buildings and 
structures. A big part of the genius loci is the rough character 
where the existing buildings on the site play a vital role.  

4.
 Today the financial support for this project is low, so it is of 
high importance that future development is affordable to 
secure the development of the area.

5. New structures should principally be possible to build 
and be maintained by the people active in the area. The 
potential for a sustainable future development for Snösätra 
industrial area, lies in the commitment of the users.



Design strategies
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Why design strategies?
From the 10 aims and values, 10 design 
strategies could be defined. They are 
needed to guide the design after what 
could be acknowledged through the 
interviews and analysis. 

By using them, the development of 
Snösätra should be social sustainable so 
the community will stay, but also be the 
change of Snösätra. 

Financially sustainable when most of the 
development is affordable the possi-
bility for the change to happen and for 
Snösätra to be saved is greater. 

And ecologically sustainable by reusing 
first and foremost. Taking away harmful 
activity, and cleaning the soil from con-
tamination in a sustainable way. 

1. Changeable

2. Protect walls

3. Rebuild & reuse

4. Affordable

5. Self-built

6. Suitable materials

7. Varied programming

8. Respect heritage

9. Connect to nature

10. Breadcrumbs



Design
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A place where culture, business and nature interact. 
Where creativity is free, inclusive and genuine.
A cultural hub in the nature for people, by people.

Vision Snösätra 2030

Rågsved nature reserve

Materiality: wood, metal

Objects: wooden board walks, signs, bench-
es, lights

Other: different key biotopes and the habitat 
for 35 red-listed species.

Snösätra industrial area

Materiality: concrete, metal, asphalt, wood

Objects: shipping containers, wooden pallets, 
industrial machines

Other: urban art (graffiti, murals, street art), art 
gallery, businesses.

Interaction

Two identities
It is of great importance to respect the 
identity of Snösätra and of Rågsved´s 
nature reserve. However, where suitable  
make them interact and meet. 

The different identities consists of 
different landscapes, materials, objects, 
inhabitants, visitors and users. 

While materials such as wood and col-
ours such as green are common in the 
reserve, concrete, brick, shipping con-
tainers and every colour one can think 

of is seen in post-industrial landscape of 
Snösätra.

As the two identities should be kept 
apart, so animals in the reserve can have 
their natural habitat pollution free, some 
places should be analysed if the can han-
dle a mix of the two identities. A possible 
interaction should be considers in suita-
ble space in and surrounding Snösätra to 
be able to connect Snösätra and Rågsv-
eds nature reserve to each other. 
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Snösätravägen

Snösätravägen

M
agelungsvägen

Bjursätragatan

Rågsvedsvägen

Myrängen

Fagersjö

HögdalenHagsätra
Rågsved

T Metro station

B Bus station

2
3

1

200m

STRENGTHENED 
CONNECTION

NEW CONNECTION

CULTURAL AREA

BUSINESS

NATURUM & MEADOW

SUGGESTED SITES 
FOR HOUSING 

SUGGESTED PARK 
TO STRENGTHEN

Context design
On the out zoomed plan, the connec-
tion between Rågsved to Snösätra is 
strengthened with small interventions 
such as painted façades (1) and light 
sculptures (2). These are added to create 
both a physical and a mental connection 
between Snösätra and Rågsved, leading 
people between Snösätra and Rågsved 
both in day and evening time. 

Further a connection is added to Fagers-
jö, with a wooden board walk (3) through 
the shallow lake. This creates a safer and 
more enjoyable route for the people liv-
ing in Fagersjö, both to visit Snösätra, and 
to get closer to nature in the reserve. 

Three areas area also suggested as good 
sites for further development. This thesis 
does not suggest any housing on the site 
in Snösätra, however the connections to 
Snösätra could be strengthened through 
new housing development in Rågsved. 
This would also follow the future plans for 
Rågsved´s future development with 3000-
4500 new housing being built until year 
3035 (page 39). Two sites in Rågsved are 
therefore suggested for housing devel-
opment in strategic places on unused 
asphalted vacant plots. The park close to 
the sites is suggested to be strengthened 
during that housing development. 

The vision for the nature reserve (figure 
30, page 51) has not been considered to 
any great extent, this choice was made 

to make the thesis an independent 
report and not be effected by the nature 
reserves vision, which is not treating 
Snösätra for having great values on its 
own. However, the investigation of this 
thesis can conclude that big part of the 
visions for the reserve is of great quality, 
for example adding a water connection 
to Fagersjö, something that the munic-
ipality also points out as important in 
the strategic plan for the area (figure 18, 
page 39) and working with activity and 
forests walks in the area will strengthen 
the connections to surrounding areas.

The walls are the most important struc-
tures of this project, they are the canvas-
es holding the art, however they are, as in 
their nature of being walls, blocking sight 
lines and hiding interesting spaces in the 
area. 

The walls must stay, however through 
urban design they can be used as an 
advantage. The idea came to create an 
area to explore, place by place, one juicy 
breadcrumb at a time. And to encour-
age exploring you don’t want to show 
everything you got in one serving. So, 
like a hidden treasure you first find this 
hidden place, by following leads. 

First some painted façades close to 
Råsved´s metro station, then sculptures 
along the empty valley and through the 
forest.
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Painted façades
• Paint more façades in Rågsved, 
Rågdalen. Leading people like bread-
crumbs to Snösätra industrial area.

Changeable Protect walls Rebuild & reuse Affordable Self-built

Suitable materials Varied programming Respect heritage Connect to nature Breadcrumbs
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Sculptures as lights
• Placed sculptures, to play on or 
only watch. Also works as light to illu-
minate the path leading people like 
breadcrumbs to Snösätra industrial 
area.
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3. Board walk to Fagersjö
• Added wooden board walk over the lake 
to Fagersjö to create a better connection 
between Fagersjö and the surrounding 
areas.
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The masterplan
Zooming in on the masterplan and the 
site design, some walls area taken away 
to open up a main plaza (6) that will serve 
as the entrance of Snösätra. Some unsafe 
structures are demolished to open up the 
flexible area, and some old barracks are 
moved to make room for a new sound 
isolated building for music production. 
Overall, three new structures are built, 
the music studios (16), the natrum (11) 
and the viewing tower (12).  

Otherwise eight buildings are reused for 
cultural purposes. The new open area 
is a flexible space (7), where festivals, 
workshops and events can take place. 
Added shipping containers can serve 
different purposes when needed. In the 
former empty space, unsafe structures 
are removed and a workshop village (8) 
is built where nature is invited. The wall 
of fame (4) is untouched, but moveable 
seating with integrated plants are added 
so people can sit and enjoy the art. 

A sculpture park (10), for urban art is add-
ed in the south. To honour the heritage 
of the site, and develop for future users 
and visitors. Beds with plants to clean the 
contaminated soil is added in the begin-
ning, and with time the area will become 
a meadow as many others in the nature 
reserve. 

To educate about the nature reserve´s 
flora and fauna and about the harm 

with pollution a Naturum (11) is built in 
the area, looking over the meadow, big 
enough to hold lectures and exhibitions, 
small enough to leave room for the na-
ture to be in the centre. 

So if you keep on following the leads of 
breadcrumbs, after a while you can spot 
a machine crane in the distance. When 
you arrive at its gate, it greets you with 
colour and concrete. As you enter and 
walk along huge paintings, new places 
opens up between the walls, places to 
explore and get to know. 

Every room you step in to is different 
from the former and known compared to 
the next. One is permanent in its ways, a 
place to have a snack and a chat. Others 
greet you with sound and are flexible in 
its nature. Some are like mazes them-
selves when nature is invited, people are 
creating the space as you watch, they 
might even ask you to join them. 

Following the spine, you may find busy 
people nice enough to tell you what not 
to miss, a hidden space nature is mend-
ing, some structures are here to remind 
you of the past as you walk towards the 
future. Where we don’t make the same 
mistakes we have already developed 
from, here we can learn and evolve.

With a little bit of courage, you can actu-
ally reach the tops of the forest trees and 
watch the surroundings unfold before 
your eyes and just when you thought it 
was all over, you see everything from a 
new perspective. 

1. Painted façades in Rågsved

2. Urban art sculptures in Rågsved

3. Board walk crossing the lake to Fagersjö

4. Wall of fame

5. Business area - Big plots

6. The main plaza

7. The flexible square

8. The village

9. Business area - Small plots

10.  The memorial meadow

11. The Naturum

12. Viewing tower and board walk forest path

13. Accessible Board walk

14. New path through the field

15. Parking lot

16. Music studios
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ADDED & STRENGTHENED 
CONNECTIONS1. LAND USE PERMANENT/CHANGEABLE

OPEN/ CURATED WALLS

Snösätra in change
1. Land use
Some tenants that still contaminate the area has 
to move away, letting other tenets take over their 
spot, and free up the area of Snösätra for culture. 
A parking lot is also added for accessibility.  

2. Public access
This makes a huge increase of the public space. 
While some of the businesses still need privacy 
other might also be open to visit during the day. 

3. Added & strengthened connections
Some connections are strengthened through 
breadcrumbs others are new. A car connection 
to the parking lot to keep the cars driving in the 
area to a minimum. A new connection with board 
walks leading between Rågsved and Fagersjö is 
also added. 

4. Activities
New activities are added. However a lot of space 
for the existing businesses are kept to secure 
different activities in the area and keeping the 
community intact. 

5. Permanent/changeable
Some structures are permanent, others more 
changeable, like the added shipping containers 
in the flexible space, that can be moved when 
needed. In the village the containers are change-
able but has a more permanent character. 

6. Open/curated walls
While some fences and plywood walls are taken 
down to open up the area, other walls are made 
available, like the inaccessible walls of the main 
plaza and the new ones in the sculpture park. 
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Wall of fame
• Added seating. So people can rest and 
enjoy the art.
• Added plants. To invite the nature into 
Snösätra. 
• Added mood lighting. To create a pleas-
ant and safe environment during dark 
hours. 
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4. 
4

5

5. Business area - Big plots 
• Unsafe structures has been renovated.
• New suitable tenants when reasonable can 
move in and add to the community. 
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Map over zoom-ins

1. Main plaza

2. Flexible square

3. The village

4. The naturum and memorial meadow
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Café & Gallery

Gallery

Seating for 
evning sun

Snösätra 
Kulturkvarter
headquarters

Paint shop

Landmark

Main entrance 
to the area

Event area

The memorial 
meadow with 
sculptures

Main plaza

Flexible square

The village

Wall of fame

Music studios 
Lecture hall

Drink & food hall
+ mini stage

Small 
stage

Big 
stage

Naturum

Car entrance

20 m

To ensure the quality of the entrance, 
some businesses are moved to the big 
business plots of the area. The old struc-
tures are reused for permanent activi-
ties such as a small gallery, café, stage, 
Headquarters for Kulturkvarter Snösätra, 
a paint shop etcetera. One new building 
is built here. To make a sound isolated 
structure to ensure music production can 
take place all year around with out harm-
ing animals in the reserve. 

The machine crane is kept as a landmark, 
that also can hold art. Under it, seating is 
placed out in a free organic way. They are 
built from wooden pallets by the commu-
nity and bought ones to create a mix with 
varied expressions. 

Walls in the middle of the space is torn 
down to open up the plaza, and some 
fences and gates are removed to open 
up the area for visitors and create a natu-
ral flow through the area. 

Walls that has not been accessible is now 
possible to paint and be seen by the 
public. Here the walls and the seating can 
be used for outdoor cinema and smaller 
concerts, or video exhibitions projected 
on the walls. Especially during the few 
days of the year when the area is painted 
white before the festival. 

The main plaza is the entrance, the meet-
ing spot and most important node of the 
area.

Main plaza
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The main plaza
• Rebuilt and reused structures. The post indus-
trial feeling is keept while buildings gets reno-
vated and new use.
• New building for workshops and studios (not 
visible in the perspective) to sound proof loud 
activities.
• Added seating, plants and lighting. To create 
a welcoming space, where people interact and 
linger. 
• Reusing crane for landmark and art display.
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6

6. 

Nature reserve

Car road

Landmark

Café & gallery

Main plaza

Small stage

Wall of fame

Flexible space 

Drink & food hall

Big stage

30 m

Nature reserve

By opening up some gates, fences and 
taking away some structures and walls 
a free sight-line and flow is created 
between the main plaza and the flexible 
square. 
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The idea with the flexible square is that 
it can be used in different ways depend-
ing on the need. This is a great place for 
the festival and other events with larger 
crowds. 

While some unsafe structures in the area 
are torn down to open up the space 
others are reused to become more per-
manent features on the square. The tall 
building is rebuilt to a big outdoor stage, 
and the other building becomes a drink 
and food hall, with a mini stage inside 
so the space is usable both during the 
summer and winter time. 

While the reused buildings are per-
manent, the use of the space, and the 
added shipping containers are flexible. 

The designed typology can be used for 
workshops, farmers market, and as a 
festival area. However they can be placed 
in different ways as well to add to the 
changeable character of Snösätra. A seat-
ing pyramid is built by the community, 
facing free walls to watch artists work, the 
stage to see performances and the south 
to enjoy the sun. 

The most important thing is that the 
shipping containers leave room to paint, 
watch and photograph the walls.  

An opening is made through the fence to 
the east, letting people walk directly from 
Snösätra into the nature, and also create 
a connection to the open walls facing the 
forest. 

Flexible square
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7. The flexible square
• Rebuilt and reused structures. By reusing 
existing structures for new use, the post in-
dustrial identity can be saved. 
• Added pallet pyramid for seating. A mate-
rial existing one site and easy to find more 
of, and a structure easy to build by the com-
munity.
• Added plants and lighting.
• Shipping containers for flexible use (not 
visible in the perspective).

7
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The village interacts with both the nature 
when it is invited in to the area, and the 
wall of fame you enter the village from. 
The viewing tower is a great structure for 
watching Snösätra from above and to see 
the nature reserve from another perspec-
tive.

30 m

Nature reserve

Car road

Bike repair shop
The village

Wall of fame

Viewing tower

Nature reserve
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The idea with the village is to create a 
vibrant space for artists and creative 
people to develop a workspace to fit 
their needs. 

Without blocking the walls, shipping 
containers will be placed in an organic 
way to create a village typology that feels 
organic and different from the other 
courtyards in the area. The placement 
of the structures enables many different 
sight lines and surprises. The forest and 
nature seen from Snösätra is invited into 
the area. The containers are surrounded 
by flora and fauna common in the area 
and creates a green oasis in the concrete 
and urban art landscape. The plants cre-
ates habitat for pollinators also here and 
helps the spread of biodiversity in the 
reserve. The meandering path through 
the village is meant to encourage explor-
ing and curiosity, the flow is designed 
to create moments of interaction, both 
by people stopping and having a chat 
and with sight lines opening up to the 

urban art and nature to interact with the 
surroundings as well. 

Creative people will fill this space with life 
and activity. The containers will be rebuilt 
into workshops and artist residency. 
Artist themselves paint the containers, so 
just like the rest of Snösätra this space is 
always changing. 

The walls surrounding the containers 
will continue to be free walls for any one 
to paint, and by adding life and other 
groups of people the area can become 
more safe for more people. 

Standing in the village, the nature is not 
just knocking on the doors of Snösätra, it 
has also entered the area. On the ground 
looking up towards the forest one can 
spot the viewing tower on the top of 
the rock. Up there nature and Snösätra 
interacts once more. The tower is built 
out of a shipping container, with wooden 
beams holding it up.

The village
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The village 
• Shipping containers as artist residency. Artist can 
stay and create their art a longer period, when there 
is a place for them to stay.
• Shipping containers as workshops. Different crea-
tive people can rent a container a together create a 
vibrating free space.
• Inviting the surrounding nature, the village will be-
come a space where Rågsveds nature reserve and 
Snösätra interact. 
• Added mood lighting. For a pleasant environment. 

8. 

8

9
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Business area - Small plots
• Unsafe structures has been renovated.
• New suitable tenants when reasonable 
can move in and add to the community. 

9. 
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The memorial meadow and the natu-
rum is where Rågsved´s nature reserve 
and Snösätra interact the most. The old 
demolished structures are rebuilt where 
they once stood, but now as single walls 
and beams to represent the history of this 
place. The structures becomes coloured 
sculptures in the forest and with time 
they change as new people paint them, 
and as nature has its ways. 

To clean the contaminated soil in the area  
with a harmless method, planted test 
beds for phytoremediation is put around 
the sculptures. Plants can clean soil, so 
with time the area will become less and 
less contaminated. It will be a forbidden 
garden to walk around but not enter.

With time and as the area is decontami-
nated nature will be invited to take over 
the space. A meadow will be planted 
here, as so many others in the reserve 
and then people can access also the 
green beds of the meadow if they wish 
to do so. 

A park in a park is created, a graffiti 
reserve, where both urban art and its 
legacy is honoured and the nature is 
respected in one unifying place.

A meadow to find serenity even for a mo-
ment is created, but also a place to learn 
about our nature and how to take care 
of it. The last new structure is built here, 
a naturum. In this building people can 

learn about the plants and animals living 
in Rågsveds nature reserve. And about 
pollution and ways to clean soil from 
it. How to treat nature and people with 
respect and how to mend wounds.

The naturum is built with shipping con-
tainers mixed with wooden beams and 
glass. To create an industrial yet modern 
appearance. It is placed where one of the 
old structures once stood, looking over 
the meadow. Bathing in great evening 
sun, big enough to hold exhibitions and 
lectures, small enough to let the nature 
play the most important role of the 
space. 

The naturum and memorial meadow
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The memorial meadow
• New built sculpture park as a memorial for the demolished 
southern part.
• Planted test beds for phytoremediation to purify soil.
• With time, a planted meadow with local flora, after phytore-
mediation process.

11
10
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10. The Naturum 
• New built Naturum building. Built with 9 large shipping con-
tainers, to use objects and a material existing in Snösätra to 
let nature and Snösätra interact through the building. 
• Space for learning and understanding about the animals 
and nature in Rågsveds nature reserve. But also how to pre-
vent contamination of soil and how to use phytoremediation 
to clean polluted land. 
• Added seating for resting serene moments in the space.
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11. 
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12

13

Viewing tower and forest path
• Viewing tower. To be able to overlook Snösätra 
and Rågsveds Nature reserve. Built with wooden 
beams and half of a container. Through the tower 
the material of Snösätra interact with the nature of 
the reserve.
• Wooden board walk for better accessibility.
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12. Accessible wooden board walk
• Added wooden board walk for accessibility 
to both the nature and the view over the open 
walls to the east. 
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Suitable materials Varied programming Respect heritage Connect to nature Breadcrumbs
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Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to explore the 
future development for Snösätra indus-
trial area with focus on the active culture 
of urban art on the site. To investigate the 
possibility to create connections between 
the industrial graffiti landscape, the 
nature reserve and surrounding suburbs. 
Lastly the aim was to explore the possible 
process and ways to use the expertise 
from people that is active in different 
ways in Snösätra and the surrounding 
areas. 

The design proposal is based on the 
interviews of stakeholders and context- 
and site analysis. With that material as 
support and guidance the process and 
the proposal has been an urban design 
investigation of possible development 
of the site, to explore what the future of 
Snösätra could be if the culture, the peo-
ple and the nature would share the space 
on equal terms. It has resulted in a quite 
“compromising” proposal, maybe not 
very bold in any direction, however and 
hopefully feasible to actually be realized.

The investigation of the connection 
between the nature reserve, surrounding 
areas and Snösätra was difficult without 
a citizen dialogue. With an extensive 
conversation with people living in the 
suburbs a better analysis of the context 
could be conducted. Now the investi-
gation was mostly based on the context 
analysis of physical connections or lack-
ing there of. However the investigation 
show that with small means the connec-

the place, respect people’s thoughts 
and wishes and if going against them be 
aware that you do it and have reasonable 
arguments for why you do it. 

The research questions has been of great 
value to bring the thesis forward in times 
of doubt, they have worked as a way to 
guide the thesis at times. Regarding them 
and how the thesis answer them: 
If Snösätra is saved, how can the active 
and dedicated people in the area be a 
part of a cultural park development?
The answer to this question may be a lit-
tle punchy, the thesis show the dedicated 
people of Snösätra are the development 
of the site. The community is the place 
and what makes it great. Developing the 
site without them, would mean creating a 
new place. 

How can you work with a citizen initi-
ative for a cultural hub in a respectful 
and inclusive way?
The easy answer is dialogue, talking to 
people is the greatest and only way to 
understand the different layers of a place. 
However to make the answer longer, 
including people in the process of the 
design is of importance to and with an 
inclusive respectful development. The 
research of this thesis resulted in defining 
eight core aspects and they are one way 
to take on a project of adaptive reuse 
and citizen initiative in a respectful and 
inclusive way, however, surprise surprise 
you can not use them correctly without 
speaking to engaged people of the site

 What method could be used to work 
with projects of citizen initiatives and 
adaptive reuse in a general way?
For the last research question, the reply 
could actually be: No there is not any ge-
neric method to develop a project of citi-
zen initiative. However, to make the reply 
a bit more interesting, this thesis actually 
explore a possible general method to 
approach projects like Snösätra. The core 
aspects, is a general method, however 
not for an entire process of a project. The 
intention with them is to be a tool for the 
first step, important aspects to consider 
and to not forget. They are a tool to un-
derstand the site specific factors, to un-
derstand what makes a place unique and 
of value. The outcome of using the core 
aspects will always be different in every 
project. When working with them as a 
tool one has to have an opened mind 
about how the findings might lead the 
project and the design on never walked 
paths and be ready and embrace how 
the outcome shifts and turns during the 
process.

So, there is no general recipe for the 
development of a project of adaptive 
reuse and citizen initiative, however how 
to approach the project and what aspects 
that must be considered can actually 
work as a general tool. When using the 
tool though, one has to be bold and not 
afraid to add aspects that should be con-
sidered for the specific site. And how can 
one know the specificness of a place? 
By asking people. 

tion between both the site and the nature 
reserve and the site and the surrounding 
areas could be strengthen. 

Exploring the possible process for how 
to use people´s expertise has been of 
great importance for understanding the 
specific site and the challenges with par-
ticipatory design. The knowledge of the 
people using the site has been absolute-
ly invaluable for exploring the possible 
development of Snösätra. Talking to 
people, interviewing them, organizing 
the findings and then making a discourse 
analysis of it, was the process I found was 
suitable with the time and workforce for 
this thesis. However, with greater resourc-
es I think more conversations in different 
settings and mixing different interest 
groups would have been of great value 
for the future development of the site. A 
big challenge is also to reach all stake-
holder, with different views and interests 
for the site. However it is an important 
step in the process, to find and talk to as 
many as possible to get a wholesome 
picture.

No direct answers can be found through 
the investigation about how the process 
should look like, when taking people’s 
expertise into consideration for a design 
proposal. However, the conclusion in-
stead is; When developing a site, and es-
pecially on one which has great engage-
ment from people, were existing activity 
is built upon citizen´s initiatives, always, 
always, always talk to people regarding 
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Reflections
It has been a very interesting journey 
working with this thesis. For example, 
the considered site is a short walk from 
where I grew up and were my parents still 
live. Snösätra industrial area is surround-
ed by the forest I used to grill sausages 
and ski in during winter time and in the 
summer me and my family grew vegeta-
bles on our allotment, just a stone throw 
from Snösätra. 

The fact that I know the area and its 
surroundings by heart has both been a 
blessing and a curse. I have had knowl-
edge about the site and area through 
experience, however things change and 
it has been many lessons of importance 
to double check what one may think 
is a fact about a place. I do not have a 
strong relationship to Snösätra industrial 
area, however the nature reserve and 
Rågsved in general will always be close 
to my heart. This was something I had to 
consider when I was making choices for 
the design. As I wanted the project to be 
as realistic and feasible as possible I had 
to hold back the urge to make the design 
exclusive and expensive, but still reach 
high quality urban spaces. A correlation 
I found was quite difficult to achieve 
throughout the entire project. 

Another interesting part of this thesis, 
began when I decided that I wanted to 
do some sort of citizen dialogue. This 
in reality meant that I talked to different 
stakeholders of the site and consulted 
experts on the subjects in matter. The 
consultation and interviews has been the 

tive all the people today invested in the 
area and the municipality will have to 
trust one another. It might mean that 
the area will have different stakeholders 
responsible for different parts and in that 
way share the space on equal terms. Or 
maybe that the municipality gives the 
community ownership and resources to 
develop the area in a specific time period 
to start with. 

This thesis has not treated the subject of 
gentrification even if it has been some-
thing I believe has driven many of my 
choices for the design. An architects role 
is to say how development should be, 
feel and look. What to do. This thesis 
has taught me a good lesson about the 
important quality of an architect knowing 
when not to do, when doing might be the 
anti-solution. Doing small interventions, 
little change with enough impact might 
be one way of at least not accelerating 
the forces of gentrification. Letting de-
velopment take time with the community 
being the change they want to see. 

Even though many proposals have been 
made to tear the entire Snösätra down 
and build housing there instead, not 
building housing on the site for this the-
sis was an early decision. It had to do with 
many reasons, physical ones like being in 
the middle of a nature reserve, too close 
to a powerline, other spaces in the sur-
rounding area more suitable for housing 
development. And social reasons that the 
existing community believed that hous-
ing would destroy many of the important 

qualities of the area today. And also the 
fact that the housing development on 
the site would most certainly drive up 
the prices and rents of the area and the 
local community, businesses and cultural 
activity would probably vanish quite fast. 
It was an important decision not letting 
housing drive gentrification of the area. 
And I aspired to do a soft project for and 
by the community, not one that forces 
them away. 

The thesis investigates the possibility to 
strengthen connections to surrounding 
areas of the site. In that, reasonable plac-
es for new housing development could 
also be detected, even if it was not the 
intention. Instead of building housing in 
Snösätra great infill plots are available in 
Rågsved. Developing them would also 
strengthen the connection between the 
housing existing in the southern part of 
Rågsved and the metro station and make 
that area less vacant. It would at the same 
strengthening the connection between 
Rågsved, the metro station and Snösätra. 
This thesis did not elaborate around the 
possibility for new housing development 
in Rågsved, it only addressed possible 
sites for housing development. 

As a last reflection I think the vision for 
the nature reserve (see figure 30) and this 
proposal merged together could be a 
sustainable development for the reserve, 
Snösätra and the surrounding areas. 
Where both qualities of the reserve and 
Snösätra is respected.

most challenging part of this thesis, as 
interviews are a time consuming business 
and a lot of effort also went to research 
so I would not miss any important voices. 
However, this part has also been incredi-
bly rewarding. 

I was able to collect thoughts, ideas and 
knowledge of the site that would have 
gone complete missing without this 
work. However, what I am missing in this 
participatory part of the process is a dia-
logue with the people living in Rågsved, 
Fagersjö and Myrängen. If I would have 
proceeded with this project, that would 
have been the next step of the process. 
Letting my design be a first draft, that 
citizens can discuss and leave their 
thoughts on. And after that go back to 
the drawing board and use the input for 
an updated and more elaborated version 
of the design.

If I would have had the time to dive even 
deeper into this project I would have 
liked to elaborate on the possibilities for 
different kinds of ownership, and ways 
of organising the hierarchy of decision 
making in the area. Through that also ex-
plore the possible role of the community 
and the role of the municipality. I believe 
this is an important part of how well the 
development will turn out in the long run.

How to encourage the engaged people 
of Snösätra and at the same time have 
the municipality in charge of the project 
may be quite tricky. I believe, for Snösätra 
to be successful in a long term perspec-
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Interview 1 (2021, 01 26). Active in 
Snösätra´s culture and artist (N. Stenvall, 
Interviewer)

Interview 2 (2021, 02 01). PhD in Sociolo-
gy  (N. Stenvall, Interviewer)

Interview 3, Group of 4 people (2021, 02 
03). Students doing a project in the area 
(N. Stenvall, Interviewer)

Interview 4 (2021, 02 03). PhD of philos-
ophy in art history  (N. Stenvall, Interview-
er)

Interview 5, Group of 11 people (2021, 
02 07). Active in Snösätra´s culture (N. 
Stenvall, Interviewer)

Interview 6 (2021, 02 09). Stockholm mu-
nicipality  (N. Stenvall, Interviewer)

Interview 7 (2021, 02 12). Active in 
Snösätra´s culture (N. Stenvall, Interview-
er)

Interview 8 (2021, 02 19). Entrepreneur in 
Snösätra (N. Stenvall, Interviewer)

Interview 9 (2021, 02 19). Active in 
Snösätra´s culture (N. Stenvall, Interview-
er)

Interview 10 (2021, 02 19). Active in 
Snösätra´s culture and artist (N. Stenvall, 
Interviewer)

Interview 11 (2021, 02 21). Active in 

Snösätra´s culture (N. Stenvall, Interview-
er)

Interview 12 (2021, 02 23). Artist (N. Sten-
vall, Interviewer)

Interview 13 (2021, 02 23). Active in pro-
tection of Rågsved´s nature reserve (N. 
Stenvall, Interviewer)

Interview 14, Group of 2 people (2021, 
02 24). Local Police (N. Stenvall, Inter-
viewer)

Interview 15 (2021, 02 26). Active in 
Snösätra´s culture (N. Stenvall, Interview-
er)

Interview 16 (2021, 03 01). Lecturer in 
arts, culture and communication (N. Sten-
vall, Interviewer)

Interview 17 (2021, 03 04). Projectleader 
of majer culture projects (N. Stenvall, 
Interviewer)
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